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Heuristic methods utilize part.ial or uncertain informat ie~ -.. ---,_·-~ :-----~-----::~--:~~:-~_ .. :,. .. "---_ 
-- ·available· during problem-solving to guide the problem-solvirig 
machine. The inferences made by heuristic methods are essen-
tially of an inductive type. Heuristic methods are closely 
related to learning and pattern recognition.'\ This paper 
divides heuristic methods into three types: (1) those whi.ch 
select methods, (2) those which select nodes, and (3) those 
which us·e-. models. (In logi~ "methods" are rules of inference, 
"nodes" are logic expressions, and ''modelscw are models of 
the problem situationo) The problems pertaining to the use 
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against a space .of pos~i.b\llties that 
keeps ·expanding exponentially. 
--Newell, Shaw, and Simon, 
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Reurist\c versus Algortthrnlc P~ggr!J!s • 
A few years ago heuristic and algorithmic programs 
appea~ed much more wid.ely separated in aims and methods 
-· 
. -~ . -
than they do todayo Early .attempts -to prove theorems in 
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· -· -heuristic programs patterned after it formed a sharp con- --
~-- -------+-• 




·. · -trast with· the exhaustive theorem(Qproving programs of Wang 
~-,·---------~· ~1·,-·. :n' • ,0 __ .. ___ ... ~--... L~A•n..,......-..»•v-•••T~----·,c.•e,ec.,..,,•,~~a.·• ,... • ~•• '• •• ·-•• ""., (196~ and Gilmo~e (1960). LT and other heuristic programs 
-.. -·------~· _________ · ____ _ were ehat>acterized by the use -of. list-processing languages,- ·· --- - · - ·· -t 
i 
-- ---- -- ---- --
. ·-··· - _,.J. 
the generation of a· large tree of .intermediate results in 
the course of problem-solving, and-the use of heuristic 
selection, based on the information provided by these in-
termediate results, to guide the problem-solver along .a·· 
fruitful path leading to a-solution of the problem. The 
authors of LT were plainly more interested in understanding 
heuristic methods and complex info~mati©n proces~ing than 
·they were in being able to pr-Gve theorems in logieo _ \'3ang 
and Gilmore, on the other hand, worked primarily for mathe-
matical results. They had no need for list-processing lan-
guages or elaborate storage of intermediate data structures. 
By applying some of the advanced metathecrems of logic, they 
were able to reformulate problems in simpler terms and apply 
more direct exhaustive procedures to them.· 
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.•.. As both heurist le and . algori.thmic · programs became more 
811lbitious, there was a tendency for them·· to b_orrcw from .each 
other. Logi~ians have long ~ince proved that the predicate 
• 
calculus -i~ !!D9~~~!i4.!1'le,, that is, there is no ~ystematic or 
algoE:ithmlc procedure which_ can determine, in every case •.. 
· whether .a g·tven sentence-----:~n----the predicate calculus is a 
------· · -theorem or not. . The .. a.utho,rs of algorithmic theorem 0 p.R;overs, · 
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l. decidable doma_in cf the predicate .calculus, soon began to . . ---·- -·· ... i .. --·--
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machine time and effort exploring_dead~ends. A step in 
8 
this direction ttaBJ Wang 9 s use of sev~ral pattern recognition 
methods in his programs (Wang, 1960b; Wang, 1961). Other 
examples are the suggestions of Davis (1963) for heuristi~. 
elimination rules in algorithmic theoremQp~ove~so On the 
other· side of the ledger, the grandlye:,named Gene1.eal PJ:oblem 
Solver (GPS). which grew out of LT, is able to solve a varie~y . ~~ 
of different problems, among them the finding of proofs for 
theorems in logic. Profiting from the experience of the al-
gorithmic theorem-provers, the latest versi@n @f GPS (Brnst, 
1966) incorpo~ates both the unit preference strategy used 
' 
·' 
by Wos ~~- ~ (1964) and the resolution principle used by 
. Robinson (1965) without mucl;l diffic~lty int() its heuristic 
framework, thereby much increasing its theorem0 proving 
__ : ________ t.:apacity. On.the one hand, although algorithmic pro~i8111- ... -----·--- ._· ____ __ 
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.r~, 
"solvers continue to surpass heuristic ones in the area of 
l.ogtc, w,e can agr~e-with Cooper (1966) tha~, at a certain 
.. .., 
level of diff.iculty, ••heuristic methods will be needed in 
. .. 
: lI theorem proving." On the other hand, heuristic problem-
! 
. 
·1 solvers, taking advantage f available algorithmic procedures,-1 --···-. ·--- .· ·-~-·----------... ---···- ............. _ ..... · . . , 
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. · heuristic program of Slagle (1961a) to solve analytic int~-· 
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., solving in logic, this brief discussion is intended to show 
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. . . . - .. . . ~ ···-·---·-··-- .. ···----·- ········-----·-- ,- .... ----- ·-·- .... ___ ,. __ _ 
.. ., ........ -----~~=-··:=·~=-~=~:~:~-~-~that heuristic and. algoritllmic approacl1es can usefully be 
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, Qef :initigns 21. ''Heuristic" . -. 
What ls meant, exactly, by "heuristic"? The word 
.• 
is very convenient, slippery, and hard to define. Webster' a .. · 
. 
. 
___ -_____ --~~~.~~- __ : ~----_:-1'-h!J;J!--New-I-nte-~na-tiona-l- D-i-c:t ionary----2f. -the----Engl-i-sh-:--1.-an·guage -- --·------· - - --· -- ·--....... -----------
-----·-·--- - -·-·' __ ...... 
- --· - -- ,._, -- --
·~--·--· ··.,.-- - ·-··-·-. ---·---·-·· ---·----··•····-·· -- ................. . 
-· - .. _ .. -·· ----··· ·,. -· . -
--- ---- gives - - - "I:- -- - -- ---- •-. ·-- -
_._ ·- -------·- - . 
--·---- - -- .... ---- -------· ·---
=-----_---_-_-_-· ~-=-·--~----- --- --- -- --hjurt-st-t;c·,=--~adj-.-----------·se·rvlfl-g··-i:o--gu1ae;·-a1s cover, or 
- - _ reveal. 
=~-.M====l=:==-~~P~~!!!._~-~~~~· ...... Jn~~~-l~g_,! .. ~.- -··· --~··· --~~IDPl.~~g , .. fri0m<..rce,po_r,ts .on~0 heur0istJ.C=- ==!====·=-~---·-· -"11 
programs yields the foll©wing definitions. 
--- ------------------------
~----~------- -- ---
----- ·- --- ------ - ---- -• -- - --
'J. .. \. 
~ o~:u~ts ~i e p~~~~~~r~0~h!t }1=~~~!5' u!0 i;s: !~:r~0:t 
to the goal we seek or it may lead us down a blind 
alley. 
(Gelernter, 1958, p. 337) 
A process that may solve a-given problem, but offers 
no guarantees of doing so, is called a b.§Y.~\.6?,t~i~, for 
that pro~lem. · . 
A beuristf:s m1tho,;f is a procedure whose purpose 
of a particular problem 
' 
(Newell, 1951 £) po 114)· 
provisional and plausible 
is to diseover the solution 
at hand·o 
(,elernter, 1959~ p. 135) 
A beurist&g @e.Jrh9.9. (or simply a P. .. ~'!~!i~tis) is a method 
which helps in -d1scove1eing a pro.blem's solution b_y 
making plausible but fallible guesses as to what is 
the best thing to do next. .. (Sl@gle, 1961b, P• 192) 
~--: __ Beu~~st!c methods are rules that 9 with relation to 
----------- ____ .. __________ ~- some· specific probleme)sol ving taslt 1> are likely to 
- ---- --- -
- . -
work in a large proportion of casee but are not guaranteed to do so. · . - -
.. ~ . . . .. '.. - '. . . .. -
· (Cooper, 1966, P• 163) 
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'Ill ' 
. ' 
.·'All of these agree· ~n asserting the fallibility of heurls• 
'• 
' " ' ;•' ;, 
tics. A. heuristic· has the virtue of plausibility. · It ia 
intended to be helpful, but its· fallible guesses will some-
times lead us_do~ a blind alley. One might also gather the 
impree~ion that heuristics are ad b.2£, arbitrarily introduc·ed 
··-· 
' Jj,' 
f • ·-·,, 
...,. 
l . 1------~-~- ··-:-·-: __ ~--~~-- ·--·-- -:-..:.=:::=----· --- - ---...-___ ... ~- .. ·: 
by the programmei:~ and not good. except for' the particular 
j_ __ _. - -- - - .. ,- .. -------- - ------- - --- ------- - • -- . 





-~:--~-------------~~-------~--~::---~ frainework for heuristics is _outllned __ -whlch __ ma_y-----remove much-, __ . - ---~-__:_~~:~-~-------------~ 




-- -- of their seeming arbitrariness. 
' . 
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_ guise·&---·!D--·--~·he··-__,l-it,e-r-a~ure--1;&.::---- .. - ___ --= -- ... -=--···---------···-c-----.. -.. --.-·.cc·-_, ___ ---··-------··:-·':..1\\--_............,._ · -==·=~ ·- -- - _'),,.-.. ""' .. 
A het.JJ.~i~~ikc:, is any principle or device that-
contributes to the reduction in the average 
s_earch to solution. 
-(Simon, 1958) 
The objection to this definition is in the broad inclusion 
___ .. suggested by the word "any". It is true that heuristics are: 
supposed to reduce the average search in problem=solv1ng ac-
tivity. But the definition _as· -given includes a whole differ4111 
ent class of improvements, namely, improvements in problem 
.. 
formulation or represent~tion. A trivial- example of an im-
provement in representation is the change fre@m R©m~ 1rnumerals. 
to Arabic numerals: I can compu'te 1176 $Ubtxeaeted firom 1968 ---
is 192 much n1c~e easily e·han MDCCLXXVI·· subtracted from 
MCMLVIII is CXCII. Non-trivial examples can easily be given. 
·And indeed, major improvements in algorithmic theorem=proving 
have depended on reca~~ing preoblems in a .more <easily proved· 
form. (Compare Ernst,· ·1966, p~ 41: "Perhaps it is best to· 
~··· ·• , .. 
.•• ' ;1,. . 
' I'·, •, • 
, ' I, 1 . 
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. conataer· ·different formulations of a problem to be· dlf'ferent 
' 
. 
· problemso '~) _ The reformulation of a problem in simpler terms 
may reduce the amount of search required with.,out being a. 
heuristic. Returning to ·our example above, the statement 
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either one into the othe~ is not fallible because it works 
· _____ .. --- -- - - - -- - - -
-
+-----'-=-~·-_-.-.. -~--· _··-"""',_a_eve_ry ...... oc,c.asion •...... ~---It--s-l1oul-d---be---ob-se-r-ved-,~--howeve-r-·,:-·--·t-hat----1-f 
a number of alternative forms of representation are avit~lable 
-- ...... 
. . -·---·-·- --·-·---··~----~---------~------ . -t-----···--~----,...-_" ______ c_ ________ to---s-otve ·a given c·lass of ·problems,· the;' grounds' for selecting .... ~ 
'j __ :: .---- ---~--·------ . - ..... 
( 
one will gerier,ally be heuE'istic', since the representation 
selected may be infeasible on some of the problems, or another 
form of representation not considered might have been even 
better. 
Since everyone seems to have .his own definition of 
_ -------------~-~- ··--· !'he~ristic'', it is only appropriate in concluding this 
-···-·-·--·· ---- ··-- - - -- .. - - -
discussion of definitions to offer one also. \ For the pur-
poses of this paper a useful definition of ''heuristic" is 
\ 
. 
•imply ·tta method of selection." Making a slight generalization 
on Slagle (above), we have: Given a range of alternatives, a 
beurj.~~~£ is a msthod which helps in ·discovering a problem's 
s~lution by making a plausible but fallible selection of 
···· ·· those alternatives wfich are most promising. This selection 
- ,i_r..,__ 
. - - .. 
··. -···. ·--~·---~·--·-- ··-
., / 
.. ~. . . . 
' .- . ,.:.:•.; . ..:;.~ '. .. :' .. 
-~~~­
~L.........J ......... L--.... _u_u ~-- - -I L--.........--. • 
..___. - -- --
~ay take any one of severa·1 forms. It may choose just one 
of the· alternatives as the best. It may oi;:~er the alterna-
tives, placing the most promising first and the least promising 
-
I_ . 
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I' without discriminating among the rest. All three types of 
selection are very common in heuristic programs. Tneir 
" 
function is to guide the problem-solver to make plausible --
and hopefully right-.- choices. ..t· .. . 
•• ~~ ... ~ .• ,~·+.:.• ........ , ... T,O ... ._.... .--·--'- -- -----~------ ----- ·-----,... ·-.-. -. -- -· 
----- - --. ----- -
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' ' 
Although the Geometry Machine of Gerlernter (1958, 
.·1959,· 1960) for finding proofs in plane geometry can be ~ 
·.·-. ' . :·· . .. -·-- . 
made to serve in most respects as a typical heuristic pro~ 
' ,. 
"· 
--··;...:....-,_......;;;.;....~~--- - · · • • • ,, •,· • ,.,, ··. • .. ' •. ,, • , '."'-•cc•,.,~••·-,,.~.•.,.,.,,., .. _.,.,_ .,',•r,,,,.,,.,.,,,., •. .,,_.,, .. _,..,..,.,,....,,_..,,,i,,.,,.~•,,:..~"·"·'"'"°''~'-'''"«T','•'"'"'"''"·"··"····'·''·'~·•·····'·, 
................ , -···""'"'""""'''"-'"""''""'" ....... ,, ... _ ...,, ....... _ .................................. ,. ....................... _ .... _ .. __ ,_, .. .,_ .. __ .-.--------- -~--
·gram 9 _it is dist.in_guished by its heui-~stic use of ·a mode.1. 
,~- ' 
-.------- ' ' 
:~ __ -:·· ___ ~~--------~=--· ---~-- ---· --tb~ ... _roQd~ 1 _in .... tb ..i_~_ -~-~J--~__ _ ii ... __ ij __ : _$_1mtil~rt :l.~J11. (l)f tb~-- -~1-,~~.~-~d.~------_----_--_--___ ---=-: _·:-__ --_-~---~·----_--_--
. . 
.compass .. diagram which would be used. by humans in solving .. ·-------. ---~s--·-=·=--~~-=~-·=-·c,c·.:.cc 
, . . . . . 
· _ c___ ._. - _ -~ ____ :_--:- ~-~-~-~~--sµch-··--prob-te~s--~----:·_--~---·-we-- atways-·--~d·ra:w--·-d·i-agrams·-----1u··-~solvt--n-g----·p·rane 
~--------
.geometry problems, either on paper or "in the.head." The 
~ 
-diagram is an ,ill~~t:Rr~t_a~.!J~D;.~ (hence a~· seman_~ic model) of _ _ -----~-------~~--~~-------------
·. the formal axiomatization which underlies Euclidean geometry. 
Humans find Euclidean diagrams intuitive and-non-Euclidean 
ones counter-intuitive, but the machine would derive heuria-
--- _______________ .. tic guidance from a semantic model in any formal system _ 
-----·-·--------- . 




' ' . ,. _ ......... ~---··· ··-· -~·--·· -
iii] .... • --
without regard to its intuitive appeal. To the Geometry 
' 
Machine non~Euclidean diagrams· (also simulated) for proving .~' 
non-Euclidean theorems would have been just ··as feasible. 
Eucl.idean geometry was chosen for convenience of exposition 
• C, 
and because the familiarity of the subject would allow direct r-
• ! . 
comparison t1ith the heuristics used by humans in problem-
·----
. solving, ·as well as easy evaluation of the errors_,.and successes 
of the machine. Although decision algorith.~s for plane geo- _ 
·metry are available, Gelernter deliberately ignores them in 
order to investigate heuristic processes: - ·-··------------,-
l • 
' { ' 
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- ~ ~~e object of this research has not been 
to design a machine capable of-. proving 
theo~~me in Euclidean plane geometey, or 
even cme able .t@ preov® th~@~em~ in. some 
un.~ecidable sy~tem ~u©h as numbe~ theory. 
We a~e~ rather, int®~e~te~ in Ul'ld®~~tanding 
the ·u$e cf heuieistic methods (oE' QtE~t~gie-s) · 
by machines fo~ the soluti<@n @f. p~©)blem~ that 
would otherwise be inaccessible to ~hemo (Gelernter, 1959) 
. : I 
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: ,. ·-· . 
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•· :, ,, 
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.:=--.· ·---=--_---''"_ -c.:.......,-·· _-_.-_. ____ -:-=-. =::::====IiIKe"'=th"i ·tT progranf:cOf =Netfe.11,,. shaw,~and ~imont··tne· - --, ___ ·-=.,.;;:. ~--l-.. . -
.·. Qeom•:try Machi·~e tries to fi.nd a proof by "working back--- ------- -- -- ----- -· -- ---
. . 
________ _.._ ____ _ =~ .. - ..... , .. ,· .... ,' 
- -···-· -----·. -------· -- --·-··--- ... ·--·--·----- :.......c-·. -· ~~- -· -- - - . --·· ---- ----·--·. ~- -· ... -- ----- ------
wards" from the goal to the premises. An example of a 
theorem to be .proved is: "Two vertices of a tr:iallgle are_ 
------ -
-
---·--·------··------------·····-----· • ···-·-···----·-· ·-- .-.-----,-... --,---······--·--·---·------------···-----·---···---------····----··--
..................... ____ ..... _ ........ - - -
-· - ·---j . - ' •.. 
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.. ... - ·"". ..... . ..... . ·- ..... - ....................... ······-···-·· ·- - .. ' '-··-" .. • .·.----· . 
.. . 
- equi.distant from the median to the side· determined by the.se-·-------_ ~· · --- -·-· 
vettices. '' · The problem is to show BD equals EC in the dia-- · 
A 
& 
- - ·--··--------------- -
. . " 
J 
.· -Glv-en BM. equals MC 




···- ·--~~--------------· . -,-, .. ~,_,,__,___ 
---------------·----·-----~--·--·- ---- • . 
---·-· ;.,.· •• -~:-.--•• :---- --•• -:. _:: •• __ -. • . ~ ~ •• - ... -- ... 'T -'--·---- ~ - -- '.. . ·, ....... _· 
---· • 
·'· .. 
_, - . ---- -- ---· -- • ---.-·----· -· -,-- -- ~-
. 
\ 
The pfQgram begins by surveying the diagram,' listing every 
segment, every ~gle, and. every triangle. The premises are 
,. ,-· -·------.. --0--j. . _, __ .. __ ..!_ .. _ . .,., • 
'· ·,·.··added to the list of established formulas. The, statement ---" 
to be proved is de·signated as G09 which means ~he zero-
----· 
• ''"'J·.... 
-- .... -~ 
order or original goal. Then- the axioms and theorems which 
~ 
might be applied to. yield G0 are· selected. Any condition or 
,. . -. 
,, 
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.'··e.ombf.nation of cond·ttio~·s which, in conjunction with 'a·· .. ,.. •,·. 
_-
theorem or axiom ivi11 yield ·a0 in one step (by modus ponens) 
r· I 
constitutes a firesst=·orderc goal (G1). As the process continues · ,, 
a p~oblem=solving ''tree 00 is generated, with each N-order goal 
· . -__ generating a number of (N+l)-order goals. The program is 





.re_~~J:.s.i.~~~;-::~--a.ll .... the~-=-te~h~iques ...... and ..... heu.r-i.st--i-e-s-..... avll.~t-l.-a!?-1.~-.. --.~~=~--:··--=--= ~- __ -~ --···~----··-··-··· 
-··---·-·-····- ··------ -- -- ---------- - --- -------- ., 
. the program for attacking G0 -can b~ applied to successive • I i 
- "'·.JI \I 
J ' 
.. -----.. -:-·· ,~--------~-~-----·.:··-·--goals because the· programs u·s·tis~-i-t-s·e1£-·-.. as-~-~--·a--~subroutin·e-.·-:·--·--- · _.· --~~~-: .· ---~ ---- ·--.:-; 
,. 
... !'"-.·--
·---- -----·--- - .. 
Since each_subgoal- (in this formulation) implies. the goal 
-
which generated it, if ~at any point a subgoal can·be imme-
diately inferred from the es~tablish,d formulas, the theorem 
is proved •. 
. t, 
The major heuristic in the system ts the-diagram, simu-
lated in such a way as to give exactly the same information 
to the machine as a pictorial diagram would give to a human. 
'•Working backwards" is the strategy which allows effective 
j I 







------------------· use of the diagram.··· tvorking backwards has- the advantage that , :o 
. ~ 
every sequence thus gene~ated terminates in the desired G0 • : _ I 
. 
' It has the disadvantage that· the great majority of these ·········· i 
t 
) ·· sequences go off blindly into space, having no validity either 
in the diagram or the theorems and axiomso When every new 







' ·--A.J-...... -- ·of • non--i;redundant branches from • a generating goal is reduced'"", ...... ~---~ .... -_ ......... • . :; 
. 




--:"---.- ---the· sel<ective·ness of the diagram there would not even be 
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. ,. ... - .--~- - ~ ' ( . ,;: . ., . 
'i . 
· 1960). Another point which emphasizes the effecti·,reness. of 
the semantic model is the ability of the Geometry Machine 
to explore to a _depth of twelve levels or more·. (The depth 
attained by LT-:j, though not strictly comparable, ·~as three 
or at most four levels o) It is interesting to note that the 
----' \---
. ·- ,.' ' ' . 
.J-
···- '-, -- ,,;.--,-·;:-·- . 
--=---:_=---_~-=-------~-_._ :: _:--- _ __ _ ___ --------'-d~t~g-r:am-,---- -by----vi-reue-- ~of::-·::i-t-s _ ~ incc,mpl-et·enes-s---:-(·s-ee~--Mtnkky:; -19~s-01~====.=---- -- -- ... ---- -
Chapter II), errs on the side of being too lax, as it should,·· 
------~---------·---------~--- .·---------········-··--------- -----· ............ -- '"'"" ·---· 
rather than on the side of being too strict •. Accepting one 
more subgoal that leads . nowhere is not too serious; it just 
---~-------- --- -·-
means a little mote work for the machine. ·--- - ------·----...--------,---~ R~jecting a true 
,, 
' 
statement, on the other hand,. may be quite serious S) since it 
carries with it a good chance of causing the machine to miss 
a proof. The diagram in the Geomet1ey Machine maltes both _ 
-------- ------------·-- ;----------- · ·- -- types of er ro re o Yet even··- a much less exact, cruder model 
would be much better than no model at all. 
Several experiments were run to compare the per£ ormance 
~~-------------~---- ·---------~--~----·--· - - .. -
- of the machine on various problems with, and without, the 
addition of minor heureistics. Overshadowed by the use of the 
d1agram 9 they aE:e called "minor'' here although .they would 
a-:-------------'--------------------------------' -- -- - -- -
occupy.the fc~egrotind in most heuristic programs. Following 
-.l 
· the divisions adopted in Section VI and Section VII of this 
. . 
. I paper, there were two types of minor· heurei~tics: 
J 
i 
---~- jeth9d. seiectiqn, - . The number of. tran~f~~mationS WAS R~o-;;~;o~~----·-1 
- . 
: ' . . 
,,.. • I •, 
by selecting only certain theorems to be 
______________ applied in generating- subgoals, depend-ing-on 
,1 
the type ·of the generating subgoal·~ 
I 
' • 
" ' I •- • -- - -- •--~ -- - - • , , •••• -,--,.- ··--··· - .. . -------·- ~ . - - -· 
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pgde seJ.ection - Instead of trying to solve the 
subgoals on the stored subgoal list in the 
haphazard ~rder in which they wel'l:'e generated, 
the _Geomet~ Machine acquires _a· "sense of 
. .I 
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... . ---
. which can usually be established in just 
. 
. 
----------------- _____ ____._ -----~- ---------- · -----on·e ·ste·p·, -- -e. g·.- ·· t·he · e·q~al i ty ··of · ··ve rt .. ic·a.1 ·· -----·----------------_ --- .-----:----_ --: --
angles; 
---------~- --~ - .... ··---·-----·>_-, ~-:-- -~-- ... --1'":' ..... • h - • - - Is'' ·• " O ------~~--~---
• 
...J •. • )-"' 
..... ' ( 2) att'empt.ing the subgoals ·which are --------- ---- --------------.- r --- --- -~ - --- ---·--·-· --- -- .---""- . - .. , . 
l • I i ~-·, ., .. ''". I 
"closest" (in a well-defined sense) to the 
premises before others. 
The heuristics for node selection resulted in an ordering, 
rather than an elimination, of subgoals. With th~ help of 
the minor heur·istics the machine performed substantially 
better than without them. For example, in the problem illus-
·t·rat·~_d ·1n·Figure 1 the machine found .a proof in about eight 
minutes without 1m.i:DD:r heuristics e A proof was forthcoming 
in about one minute with the expanded set of heuristics. In 
. . . .. 
.................... -------······--· ---··-·---------·---------·-·----- ---- ·-. ... - -----~~---
- - .... _ ....... ·-··-·-··--·······-·-····--·········------·--··----··-··-··---····· ......... - .. ----------
~-~---------------- -·· .... 
addition, the· difference between the two proofs ia quite 
------ - -·- -- ---- -- - -
-- - - - --- -- - -
striking: the first is long, irrelevant, and seems to get 
); 




~:----·-"·'····-·-----~-----~ .... ----'---------~-one- .. subgoals @it· t·~1elve levels· were generated in the first ·casEf;··------------~~-- . 
as compared with twenty-one subgoals on three levels in the 
second (Gelernter, 1959). 
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. 
The Geometry Machine illustrates the basic character• 
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~-i'stics of heuristic programs ln a relativ~ly pure form. A 
proof , when found, is definite and free £ rom the opt ~mizat ion.. -
'~ 
-of-solution pr@blems usual in practical aprplica.tions (Tonge, 
1961; Kuehn and Hamburger, 1963; Karg and Thompson, 1964) of 
heuristic programs. Nor does the Geometry Machine have to -














cope with the complexities introduced -by a hostile environ- -
-----. ~"··-- . ~-. ·- . -- .. . -~-- - --- - .. ----- ..... -- ---- .. .. . --- . --- . .. . . . . . .. ·- . ... . . . ...... ---- ... - . .. . .. . . - .. --- -- ... -- ----------~- -- --_--_-_--___ ii,_ 
-·---·-···--··-··-·-··---··- ·------..l..--~--------- ·- -- -
-~----·· --------·-----·-·-- --·-----·-·------- . ... ... _..... _____ - .. 
ment as do the gamec.oplaying machines (Newell ~ ill~ 1958a; / 
----------------- -
- -- I 
------------- .Samuel, 1959)0 Basic cha~a~teteistics of- heuristic programs----------------------------i 
-
----
- ------ - -- ----- - -- - ----- . 
- ----~~-·· ~~.~ -- ---
- I 
.may be summa~i~ed as follows (compare· Tonge, 1961): 
----- ~-
' to generate subgoals or otherwise subdivide the 
problem into (easier) parts. Methods may range 
2. 
from using modus ponens to generation o( new models. 
Use S!f. H~uristics -- exploitati-on of partial in-
. formation in the course of problem--solving to 
select the best alternat,ives. This is where the 
-----L---- ------ opportunity to use learning and patt~rn recognition 
arises. 
·, 
--3. "eeursiveness -- br_inging to bear on a subproblem 
.• 
for the original problem. 
4. ratltbtllt~ -- ability to bypass a solution through 
., __ 
• 
- -- --- ---- - - · - H - i ' If Thi i ibl b -_ l - --
.·-~,'.-~ . .,___ _:_.~-~~-:- _ ·--"--_ _ . .......__ _____________ ,_._wr.ong ..... guess. ng. ____ -------· _; _ s s _po_s_s __ . _e .... e.c .. ause __ pn y."'_a ___________________ -- -- _____________ _. __  
__ -----------~--~------- ____________________ ·_. -.. partial search is made_, ... not an exhaust~ve one. 
~ ., 
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IV . . . . . 
. mments 2!1 Induction~ Learning,· and Pat·tern Recognition 
A common sense example of induction is the following. 
• 




........ -.......... -------·-----·-------~----~reshman class this year. Next year the college would lil_t•-----------· ___________________ _ 
- ·- -- --- - ---~ -
------------ ·-----------------·--· -------- ----- -------·--··------- ···--· ---------··---·--------···. ---- --- ----·-----.--s-- -- ·- --- ----- --- ----------- ---- -·---·----···-····· ···-·· -·· ··-·----- ·····-- ···- ---·-··--- ----------------·-------- --- ·--------------·--------------------·-·---------·········---·----··--·---------• 
' ·u . 
tto increase the size of the freshm~ class to ~bout 200. 
.. ~- .= .: ~. i· 4 
,. 





. -..: . 
~~. 
_ .. : ... 
cause many will prefer other colleges and others will not 
. ·.-.:-::-:-:--:-:··--1-...--.:::c·----:-;r~ .. ,/-.,-, j···-· "'-
Then how·many should 
be ·accepted? The colle.ge may reason_ inductively that in 
past years close to twom11thirds of the students originally 
accepted came, and therefore this year 300 students should 
be sent letters of acceptance. This ,1s based on the plau-
sible assumption that in a highly similar situation next 
,. 
year the proportien (two-thirds) of "successes" will be 
similar" There is no guarantee that the guess will be 
correct, and on m~Y occasions colleges have received f.e'118r 
- .. -.;..:_·• 
. . 
i-t _____ .. ~-•. __ than they expected, or have been obliged to turn intended 
{, . - - . 
______ .. ___ ---·. -- . . . . --. ________________ .. _________ ., ..... f ........... - .. ,.-,.·-·---·------·---·--·-.-----·--------·---.-----··-----···--h·········--·-------------·--·-··--·-·--.. --·----··-·-· ·-·-·---·------------····--··-··-·-···--·----·----·--··--·---·--· - . ... --
single rooms into doubles. 
'tJ A str~igh~.;or.war.d example of a heuristic based on the 







'. ·-·-- :":-\ 
--···------·--·~· -· --------~-·--·· -an·-·-exprea s,·ion · to···· be· i-nte·gr·ate·d··· · t·hat is·,···· -···the: ·· maximum-··· leve·1~---------~----· ·~--------·--·--
. . . ' 
• I 
ef function composition contained in it. (Depth is only 
'·one of t·he eleven features his program uses to characterize 
I• 
. i,.ntegrands. ) , Thus 
,: .~ - -~ - ' ... 
;;-,,_' .. ,-· ... 
- ,J --
-~------~-~--~----,.,--...,-........,; _____________ __.____---:-~---···--· .. -· 
y·. . . 
', ·~,- .... . . 
. . , 
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. It is evident that the depth of an express ton gives a crude 
f:·--~·-·- -----·---+~----· ...... measure of its difficultyo 
~--· --· - - - ' A, . -:..----~----·- -- --· 





··- · .. - ··· ------- · ---------- -- · atea.sures for est imat.ing how much work would· be required to 
· integrate an expreSsion and settled on thl.s s1mp·le. one. ·· The _··_······----·---------- ------
. . 
importance of this measure is not only the proportion of 
- successful integrations (though the proportion woul·d be 
higher for the easier problems) but als@ th~ r~lative cost 
or effort needed.· Slaglegs machine (called SAINT fer Sym-
bolic Automatic INTegrator) orders the subgoals according 
•· 
to their depth and attempts first the ones that appear 
easiest. The Geometry Machine, as mentioned earlier, uses 
a two-part division on the same principle when it attempts 
fir.st all those goals which are usually establisl'led ·in on~ 
step. That the depth of an expression is not always a good 
' - .. ----:. - - -
. - -~- .. ---------,..- -·--- I 
index of its difficulty is shown by the fact thatfex2dx with --- · - - ·-
. --:···-:--·--~-....:..- -~·~·········...-···-··· .. ·---· .. -····· ·--.. ·-·-·"'-··· ····-.. ·- ··--··--·--......... ,,._ .. ,,, .... ,. ________ , _________ ., ........ ~ .................. - ..... ····-- ·········-·"·•·-----····· ,.,_,. __________ ···-···-· -·-··-~-- ·------~---- -~ .. ·-~-----· ... --,---········-··-·····--·· .................. , ... .:.. .. -~----··- --· ... ~···-·····- ·-··············-··'"··~----~-·-····----..--.-··---·---------------'-- . 
a depth of 2 in the integrand cannot be integrated in ele-
-~ . ' 
~entary form, while jxex2dx with a depth of 3 is a relative-
ly easy problem. It should be also remarked that attempting 
{ '-; -----~~~--~~-~~the easter ·goars first may not be a sufficient guide by ·- - --~~.-.-~~~~-: ___ _ 




where a great many goals have 
.. been generate.d, some measure of centrality of importance 
Ori ' ._.... •• ...J 
to the main goal may be needed to prevent the problem .. s.olver 
,i \j'l(' 
.. _ .... .- ···-t.' ... ' .. ---··------------·-·------· 
.. ....,_____ - ' --------·----
----------
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·,.. I 
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.from spending its time on the easiest subproblems while 
ignoring the real difficulties. 
" . Slagle' s SAINT program is not a learning machine •. 
If the same problem is given to it a second time, it will 
·do the same operations, make the same mistakes, ·and come 
. _.,. ..... ----,----- ----· . to the same conclusion. Nor is the storing· of proyed 
.• 







- -- ·---- ___ ,_ 
--------- -- --
-=-··_----~----------------_most of the ·heuri.stic theorem-pro'1ers, if the _theorem.were. - --------~·. 
---------· 
erased from memory and given again to b~ proved, woul~ go 
through exactly the same steps as before. On the other,'·· 
hand~ if the heuristics are improved or modified in the course 
of problem-solving, then the future performance of the machine 
will show differences, without the external intervention of 
,_. ·:.: 
' 
the programmer. The point is that we would like our machines 
to adapt themselves to the type of problems t11ey are called 
' upon to solve, that is, to learn. Learning requires gene)ra-
lization on past e~perience, which entails inductive infer-
ence. 
• 
. · - If the learning . ~proce_s s _____ is _____ ~c-~_@_pt_e.d ___ as ... induc_t_iv-._._in ________ ...:_ ______ _ 
-~----·----·---·----·-· .. -· .. 
-
' 
nature, it follows that pattern recognition, since it involves 
l~arning, is also inductive. To see the relation of learning 
I 
. . 




· solving machine~-· let us· consider how a machine like SAINT · 
could have learned, for itself, a better order in which to 
r, 
attempt subgoals. Assume that the method for computing 
"depth"' as a feature of the integrand is already .given. Then 
, . 
I. •• .. • .·· ·'' ' ' .• ,. . ) ' . , ' ~.-~·/ ~-, ,/: ltl " • 
..... , ' I • A .. • ' • '"; - .. ,, .. . 
. ·. . yfl . 
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. ~-SAINT WOuld be able to correlate this with "1ucce1s" and 
find for itself the optimum order (for this feature) in 
whlch goals should be attempted to reduce efforto If there 
were a number of featuresp the familiar t~chniques of op-
/ 
timtzation and correlation could be applied. The problem-
,, solver then would be learning and adapting in· a· way which 
~--, would affect . its performance on all future problems. Now 
~l=et· ·us aS·surne that depth, a·s a feature, is no,t. given before-
hand,· and further· that the problem-solver is capable of ori-
ginating it. Then it has the basic requiremen~. for pattern 
recognition, namely, originating its own features (Selfridge 
and Neisser, 1960; Uhr and Vossler, 1961). It is tEue that 
a learning mach.ine also, in a sense, recognizes patterns. 
The pattern1. it can recognize are those for which it.s pre-
given featu.ref! are- suited and usually those which its pro-
grammer foresaw.· A pattern-recognizer, on the other hand, 
is much less limited. By devising new features it may dis-
cov~; patterns ·which the. programmer never thought_ of and 
••t,..:; 
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'".T;h~e: possible uses of learning and pattern recogniti.en 
to a heuristic problem-solver are several. By learning 
~methods 'alone the problem-solver may put to work a. 'feature 
\ ') ~ ' 
. . '" . - . - .,, . ·. 
. . . . ' . . . 
~--·-·----~-------- -----that ·has "been pre~computed for it, using it to help select 
· &mong alternatives (as "depth" does in the example above). 
Learning and p~ttern recog~ition together have great poten-
tial,: .including (l_) originating new, useful features and 
' \ 
. , , I" /, 
















.- ' l;t .,.._,,.,; 'I, 
thu1 permitting heuristic ·selection in ways unthought of 
by the programmer; (2) discovering patterns in the proof-
search procedure for the class of problems given to it . l 
. 
- (I 
and checking for various patterns before falling back on 
.tower-level search; and (3) discovering patterns ~ich turn 
. ' 
-- - out- to be useful models or .repr~sentat;.ions •. 
.. 
If learnin·g and pattern recognition have so much 
-- ---- --- ------- .. -. - - ----
,, I 
-~.:. ~ . 
'I.·-
{ 
-- -- ---~------- -




. ~ . 
answer is that some steps in that direction are bting made. 
The GPS pro.gram
1 
(Ernst, 1966) uses learning, as does the 
,. 
_- early heuristic checker-playing machine of Samuel (1959). 
(The checker-player once won against a checkermaster, though 
on a rematch there were Jive draws and one win for the man.) 
There have been several heuristic problem-solvers which dis-
cover plans and models of various types (Newell et il~ 1959; 
Tonge, 1961; Berlekamp, 1963; Travis, 1964). There have 
been machines which dis-cover new transformations (Evans, 
. 1964). But the.movement in this direction has been much 
less than we might hope, for a simple reas~~.; ___ p_~.~-;-~-f~ ____ rec~_g-________ · __ ---------- ··---~----··-··--·----·--······--··-·-·························---·--··--· .,, ___ ---···· '""""" ....... ---·-··-·-······-· ·······------------ --- ····-- ····-····---· -.. .. ' '' 
' ' ,. . 
. . . ··- . . ' 
- . -
nition is one of the things which humans do very. well and \ ) \\ -
~....--- -.., 
-which ma~hines do very ba.dlyo ~"Therefore -the programmer of \ 
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. •· ~-- ... _ - . - .. 
' L t:be machine accepts them passively. I 
.• 
- --· ~' . ' - . ~ -- . ~·-··-- - - . -·--~-- ···- ·---- . -~ ----- --- . -
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' ... •n~d Levels of Select ivenesa 
Finding a solution to a problem may be regard~d as 
,} 
a problem of search: search thj1{ugh a set of possible 
1. ' ( 







_..,,. l'. .-;.... ' 
,/ 
,,,J 
-- ----------- ----- --------------, 
- - ··--·-
- --------- - - - "------ ----the particular proof that a theorem-proving machine is 
/ 
-----------------·---~------------ look-ing for belongs to the set of all possible proofs·. -----·- - ---------.----~. -
- ··- ··-·-·--'e---· ... 
... 
The shor-test proofs are of most interest because the 
diff iculty.,.__gf a theorem generally increases exponentially 
with the length of the proof •. The theorem-prover wants 
to find a sequence of statements, each one following from 
the pre•i'°us ones by a vali-d rule of inference, with the 
·1a1t one being a statement of the theorem. A convenient 
-
representation for this and many other problems is the 
problem-solving tree shown below (Figure 2). 
. ,. 
. • . • • - . - •• • • i-. •·' •· •• .. • • • • • •. 
• 
". 
. . - -- -- - ---- '_,. .. _. - .· .. ~ ----· ---· ·--· __ .... -·· .... ---'--- --, -· ~~- -·--·-__ : -~-~--.: ~--·=:~:_~··_ .... : ... -~--~~>-· ~ ... -~ _··:· > :,;.'-~:-.:/ . .::_·:_,.. 0~ ._--._-_. <:. .. :.,·::.:.~=~_. -~··:.·::;., ...,:_-:;;.,.:..:.:-: ~-~- :_.-:-._:-:;~_-, . ~- - ·- . -- . 
---· . ..._ ... -.,-:••><·:,~-----.-~ --.-=··· .... -.,-·-- - -- ,_-,. ~----·'-·'- - -------- .-.-. 
T - -, .. - - ,~---~-...,_, __ ,_ -
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.• er F igure 2 • · 
·. A tree representation . 
.,· . 
------··-·- --··--····· . 
---~ 
_____ ____..;... ___ ---~ 
,';,.·, .. ;, 
• . 
• I', 
: ·-:i2- . 
. I .. 
•• . ·,:, '1 
\ 
. Ordinarily node Ni in the figure would represent the 
be.ginning situation and node Nd would represent -the desired 
situation. "Working backwards"' in theorem-proving means 
that N1 is the theorem to be proved and Nd is the conjunc-
. ~ion of the established formulas. Then the methods (rules 
'Of inference) M1 9 M2 » M3, • • • work "in reverse," so that 
. , ..... ··,· 
·-· ·- -·---- ---
------- -----
___ .._,_____ __________ · ·tf any of the· later nodes can be shown to be t·rue, all the 
------- ---· --~~-----~:-__ -=-==-·-~:.~· prev-iou-s nodes in the sequence which led up to it are au-
' 
,.,, 




tomatically valid. As remarked earlier, this formulation 
has the advantage( that every sequence will terminate in the I.. I 
__ tlteqrem N1, and the d.isa~vant.a-ge-that thelater-nodes may 
very well be false. In the Geometry Machine this is a 
net advantage, since most of the false nodes can be eli-
.M 
minated by comparison with the diagram. 
As Minsky (1961a) observes: nAlmost any LW811-definei7 
problem can be converted into a problem of finding a chain 
between two terminal express ions in some formal system." 
·tn game situations the nodes Ni, N2, N3, ••• represent 
... 
-
- --- - -
r 
> 
· board positions and the methods connecting one node with 
·-------,---•-•••----·---M--•-'--<••-•-••---•••••u--••·-•••--•••-•-••--o••••••••••••"" •••••••-•--••••••••'••••••.,-·-•~••••--'""'°'"'"•-~M•••-••4••••••-••••·--·--•-•••'""""·'•··•-•••••••-•••••-••••--· •-·-<••·••-•·•-••'"''•'•••4••·"-'-· • •• ' • ' " •.,. • " 
. • - ' . O o,O -
·~-----c----· --··-··---
.· . '\ 
another are the legal moves that may be made in those 
·"·· positions Q Once the tree has branched, the branches cannot 
come together again, although some nodes may be identical 




nodes is f ini-te, so that it is theoretically possible to . 
. 
discover the best move(s) in any given' position by computing 
every possible continuation out to the bitter end. In 
·' "."'!:,..., 
• I ,, 
-····' I '• • 
..... :..-.,,... '(, .,: "· . ',- .l 
•,/ 
~· . 










practice, such~ systematic procedure would take an un-
thinkably long time. For additional steps explored the 
amount of time increases exponentially, given by 
. · \ Total time ~ Unit ti.m(: x BD 
·where B is the amount of branching per node and D ls the· 
,,, 
.. ,_, . 
-___ .. ____ ., __ .. ____ ---·-- .... depth of exp lo rat ion. Thus checkers is "solvable'' in this 
manner, but to explore the approximately 1040_. cont innations ,· 
at three move choices per millimicrosecond, t11ould take 1021 · 
centuries (Samuel, 1959)0 Chess, with 10120 continuations, 
would take 1080 times as long. Interesting problems in 
___________ ...... ~- .. ----· -----.. ---·-·-· gene·ral c_~nQot be. solved by simple enumeration of possi- · ~-
bilities because of the prohibitive size of their search 
trees. 
At any given time the growth reached by the tree is 
a complete representation of th, results reached so far 
in ·the problem-solving process. The problem-solver would 
maintain (1) a record of the relations pet~een the nodes 
and of the methods by which they had been generated~ that 
is , the equiv alent ______ o £ ....... th~------g~~Ph ......... i.n .. ___ f_lgu.r_e._. ____ 2 __ ; ___ ... _(_2.). ___ ._a ___ .re.c .. 01'-d. __ ·--·'----~---.. ·------·-·····-·-··-··-·-.. ·-----·-·"""··-···-.. ·•··· -· ..... ' -· 
' . 
, .. .,_ ··--~ .. - - . 
of descxiiption$ specifying what each node represents_, for 
example, descriptions of chess situations represented by 
·nodes; ( 3) · attached to each node, a record of the features 
which have been computed for· that node; and (4) a record 
of the part of the tree which is currently under attack. 
Given a node Np, the set of computed features r1 (Np), 
F2(Np), . F3(Np), ••• might be either numbers or lingUistt.c 
. : ' . . 
. 
. . 
. . · -.. ··. ·~:-· ,.,.·~-.-~: .. ·. ~.-.. -~~-·~ -.. ·:.-~-, . .:....:.T-~---·· ·- --·-· ··-··~~--:....._... .. ,.;...,.._, .. __ ,, -··---~~·:· ,__.~.~~-~----:.._:"'--"'--~···-·-~~~--'-----,....,~ ~,._:.,...~-.:.. ..... ___ .. H-,~~·~·-'··-.~ .... ·: ... ~,.-,., ..... :,:. --:--, -:--· ... -·~·····" ···-~"··- . - ·, --·"ll,,. ' 
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·expreaslon1. Since !eatures are supposed to help in 
.. i>roblem-sotving and suppress irrelevant information, they 
ahou~ld be small in size Get certainly smaller than the full 
description of the node Np• The problemQsolver should err 
on the side of having available more features than necessary 
r_ather than not enough. If computing correlations between 
features and methods becomes too time-consuming·, the mar-
. ginal features can be discarded, or some can be t®mpo~arily-
~ 
suspend.edo Samuel Os check:er=player u~s 38 features for 
····~ ~.,, ... 
checker positions, of which 22 are held in reserve and ro-
t·ated with the 16 used during play. 
In the course of working on a problem the problem-
solver tends to find the overall situation more and more 
.. 
- - -·---- -· ·-- -~--- ---- - -- --
~ ------------
complicated as the problem tree grows and par.ti.EJ.ll resul~_it --------------~-------
" 
accumulate. In this kind of situation it becomes apparent 
that there is an administrative problem in deciding at wha~ 
·1evel. selectivity should be appliedo Three levels from most 
specific to most general may be distinguished: (1) selection 
• 
of meth@ds based on t~e features of particular nodes; (2) 
------~--···-·---,~•H••-,•••-u-••••••••••••••-•••••-•·•O••-·-·•••••••••••-••u•.•••••••••••-•-••··•••-,--·-•••-b••-•••-•••--•-••••••••••••·•••-••---··"•··••••--••-••••-••••-'••••••-••••-•,.••••-•••-•-••"·"~•••--·--•••---~•-----••-••--•••••-•••-•••-•••---·-•••••••--•-••••••-•••••-h•-•-••••-•-•·---••••••-•--••• •-•••-••••••·.---·-·---· --·••--•••-••••~~---~••••'•~•--·"°••-n••••~·-----·-·-M._, _ __,,~----·-,-
-.- .. 
' ~· 
-·.. - - --.·--- --
. . .~ ... ·- ... .. ' . . - - . . 
- --- ielectiQn of nodes b.ased on a review of t-he problem tree,; 
and (3) construction of plans ot, models of the prol:lem situation. 
·selec;t i0n gi Methods. Let us suppose we are in the 
midst of_ a pr@blem, a: number of· intermediate nodes have 
been genexeat®d 9 and the next node NP to be' worked on has 
already been chosen. Of methods Mt, M2~ M.3, • • • _ti-hich 
one shal,1 we apply to NP? In general that will depend on 
. ' 
• 
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~· the features of Np• If the machine has encountered nodes 
previously which .are ffsimilar torr or "have featues in common 
with" Np, and if the machine has cor·related these features 
and the success -of its methods, the~, it will try the methods 
which were most successful before. Features are -"good" 
__ solely relative to the "methods used by the machine. Since 
• '•t . .• '( •.• 
- '. 
'-~.:.-
,- - ·--- - - -- ·····----- -- -- - -- -
- - -- - --·- ------------·--- -· .... --·---·-·-· ·-·------···---~_.::....__:- --·----- ~~ 
::~-----.-_----.-.::=-----~~-~:~:-~---~::~----~-: __ : .. new situat·ion$ cannot be expected to be exactly the same 
___ __ as_ old ones, - some such gene.realization technique is necessary. --
The basic pattern which underlies this type of learning 
------· --- - --------~ --- --- -
' .. 
,-·~·"''tr, .1.1; •.' ,-~~ 
process is: 
Np is similar to Nq• 
Method Mk worked on Nq. 
. \ 
' ' 
------ ·--~------------ - --- . 





- ---- -- --- ~--- -- ----- ·---~-~--· - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - . -- . - - Therefoge Mk _ _has a better chance of 
wo~kinf on-'"Np than it w•uld have a 
------· ----------·-----
,,.,, -, pr1.or1. · 
_.; - Aa a result of this process certain methods· are· es-
timated to be more promising than others. The problem-
solver conserves effort by never trying to apply_ those 
·methods which seem unpromising, and the goals which they 
might have genei:atad never appear en the problem tree. The 
- ~--- - --·---· ~----- ---· --~---- ·-- ·-· --··-··-. ··-· ---- ---~--- ---·-
-- - -- -- ___ .._. ·-· -· - ---··· .. -·-·-----~----"··---·~·-·------·----- --
a,i..;....---~-----·--·--·-·-·-.. ·--··" •""'··-·------- ---------·----· -- · , ___ ... _ .. ___ _.._..... .. . . ' ... ··-········-···-·-~· --·-·- ·----·---------.. --·-
recursive character of the selection is -clear: only (n ·• l)~ 
j 
---~----··--------- ·--· .9rder nodes produced .by methods selected for ~-ordei: nodes -
, ,. 
can be foeal,, points for a new method select.ion process. 
,' 
· ·Even a ~mall improvement in such a recur:sive process has 
a great advantage over uniform improvements like. increased 
speed. If we compare increased speed and increased selec- . 
. ' 
tiveness as_ sources of.improvement in (say) a ches~-playing 
. . 
. . ., . .... - :... -- - - - .... - -- ·-· -
(}, 
•.•. ••·•· •••.. -,~•••: ••:····.:·~:-"":~•••• .:., ~O, ,,; •• •••··•=·,=·=··• •'~~-: .. ·~··:~··.·::-·'··-=:••••••~ '': -~·c:;:,:;:.~: =i:=• ==::·:::·=~-···=~=~~:·t~!'_d,.,:;~=:, , ____ ,, ____ , ,., ... a·_,._,._,.--,.--·--.. -••• _, 
'' ' 
• I 
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· program, we observe that doub~ed speed would take lts 
effect once for the whole game, while doubled selectiveness 
·tn method·s ttJould halve the number of branches at every 
' 
step. The chess~playing program of Bernstei~~ !!. (1958) 
-
obtains an even greater reduction. By using plausible 




------ -- ---- ------------·------------- -----·-
' . is cut down,-. drastically. This is a step in the direction 
" . ~ . 
· efx human practice, since good human players, who play con-
siderably better than the best chess-playing machines .to 
date, consider many fewer than seven moves at each step. 
--·-·- _,__ . -- . ----·--·-----
··- .. --·-··--·----------------.------
Select ion of Node~. What happens after a method is 
a+------------ehose-n---and- a- new---node-· ··is---gene-r-ate-d? If- full-·a-t-ten,tion---------
~ '. . 
~ ' 




were given to eac.h node, as generated, the problem solver-
~ 
might never get back to the alternate branches of the tree. 
. 
Two fixed orderings which have been used to decide which 
node to take next are (1) depth-first, and (2) -breadth 
first. 
, 
Samuel's checker-player uses a_ deptb_-_f1_r_,_~order_1n_g_, ______ ,, _____ .. _··---~--------
• • ' I 
~_c__-· ... ,_, :i r ~---'.if-~---------·--······-·--.'----·-·--·-··-------~-·-·----·--··--·-············---· .... ·-·-··-····-·---~---·-"····-·---·-······- - ····,··-···--··--···'-· -·---··--·-·---····-····-··-··-···--··-- --·-·····-···--· ·······-···-····--·-···-·- ···--·······--····-·-···-·····-··-·--·--···--·····---~--~~---·-----=--------~~---·---
.... in Figure 3 on the following page. 
:·· ,. 
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- ... -. . . 
---------- .. ------ - ~·--.-·--~-----· 
- --- ·---------
- ·-------·----------- --·------- . 
For ·this type of ordering a cut-off point at a certain depth . 
~ 
must be given, either predetermined, or partially determined 
' 
, 
·.:------,-,----·-=-by----t .. he··- ·£-ea·t:ti_re-s·--· .. of·---the··-··node-s-·-~·-as ... · .. ·in'---s·amuel~-,-s·--·····pro-g-r·1mr;·-- .. --··0n·----·-----.. -----·-.. -· 
. ;:,'i --- ; . . .... 
" .~ i ' 
the other hand, a breadth~first ordering (for·example in LT) 
-- --
will gene.rate all the nodes on one level before it proceeds 
to the next. The numbering of the nodes in Figure 2 above 
shows this type-of ordering. 
Rather than ·being bound to follow a special order, any 
powerful heuristic program will have the ability to select 
what node to work on next. _Thus the-problem-solver might 
' ' ···--- · - ···•· ····•-,-, ....... _____ ., ....•. ,.,. ---· ·c_,. __ ·• ·· ·-·•-~- · .• -,-•.. , .. ,.,·.• · •-- · ,,:.-.- .; c.' ·•· .•. 
.. , ....... -·,·--~ - ........ --.... - ,.--_'. __ .- ._ 
- .. 
.· .. ' 
·,. ·. ,.) 
••• I ~-., 
. ' 
: . -1 . ·,.' 
7 
.- ,·. r 
~2s. 




. decide to skip to an entirely different part of the tree. 
_·_;It is typical of human problem-so!ying, for examp~e, that 
success in one subproblem of a larger problem may greatly 
· · af feet the prospects for solution of ·another subproblem. 
f 
Partial failure, though usually less dramatic, will affect 
the evaluation of·different parts of the problem. For the 
., ... -., .. -.... -................... ---------- · machine, also, Is the problem tree becomes large ·and successefs· · 
. . 
or failures are encounte·red it becomes increasingly important 
• I' 
to be able to review the entire tree. Selection o·f the next 
node to work on will depend in part on (1) estimates of th~ 
diff~culty of the ~odes, ~onsidered as individual problems, 
,;,-
, 
and (2) the ·centr a_.lity of nodes for establishing the main 
-------·-·--·---·------··-··--·--- -----·------- - -- ---
These estimates may require new features to be(added ~808 l. 
to those already used for method selection. Estimates. of· 
. 
-----------· ---------d·if·f·iculty are important because · the problem-solver wishes 
" ---- -.- - ---~- -- " -
·to find an easy path from N1 to Nd• The easiest nodes. may 1.. 
· ·be attempted first, and nodes- wllich appear especially diffi-
cult, or appear more di£ ficult than the higher co level nodes 
which they are supposed to help solve 9 may be avoidedo 
I ·ii1 · 
.,_ .......... 
. . . 
. , ' 
................................................................................... -.~ .. ------a,;....;_.--~-----·-·------------------·--··--··----· ............. ·-· -- ..... --· - ... - -· - - -- . ' ..... .. ........ -- ...... "' ..... _ ............ ····- ·······--. -· . -
•.. . ~ ~. 
.. ;c -, ·;· :-', ·, 
,·, . 
-Estimates of centrality require using difficulty estimates 
between individual nodes to find minimally difficult paths-
. between N1 and Nd. Nodes which are central -- that is, en 
one of these minimal paths -- will be favored.· -
r,,, ;, · It should be pointed out that there are a number of 
t 
I 
i difficult qu~stions connected·wit.h reviewing the problem 
I,. , 
' ·'y' It 
tree.--- The very rapid growth of the .tree makes it increasingly 
. :.,· . ·,·1:. ." 
. .- _'..__ - ·• . . 
-~ • ·, .. -·. , , .: , • r • 
. -. ' 
' .. ! ' . .,,. ' . ·, ..... , '. , ... ' ·". ' ··~~ . ·, ' -! .. ;, - ): • - + ,, '...... . " 
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difficult, nor·doe• a full review seem justified at every 
step. Compromise methods for reviewing just a part of the 
tree are attractive (one such method is discussed by Minsky, 
1961a). Another difficulty concerns what to· do when a 
'\. I 
partial success i.s achieved. In ~·-· cc,rnplex problem the aolu---··----------- · ---- ---
' -
-.. -- -.. ------·-- -- --------·-------------- -t ion of an important subproble~_ is ri~_t, independent of the. 
---- -- --··-··-···- -·- --------
-------·--··- ...... . 
-- -----
-- ---------------------·· -· ··- -
- -------
,_ 
-- -- -- -.. --- ~-- -:_ ---circumstances of its creation. Methods needed to evaluate -. ___ .:. ... ---·····---·- ---,. -- -----·--·-
- --- - ------ ______ ... ___ _ 
the resulting partially modified state of affairs may be 
quite sophisticated (Newell, 1962a). 
Plan,~, and Mpdels. Constructing plans or models for a 
problem permits heuristic selection on an even higher_ level. 
After review of the entire problem tree 9 pattern recognitio~---- ________ _ 
weuld appear to be a natural means fo~ helping to construct 
a plan or model for the problem, but no heuristic program 
to. date has used pattern rec;ogn_i_t_lon.-in -thls----way.--Tw@ ·main ___ _ ~ ~----- ·---- ·-·· - .... 
types of mojels may be mentioned: the semantic model and 
. the analogou)s model. The first type~ the semantic model, 
' has already been discussed (Secti0n III). The secorad type 
'If 
---· .. 








describes as follows: 
'S., 
~-t'•,'' ........... 
.... ;···.' . ' ' ' 
---- --·-·-· .. 
. ' 
Perha:p1 the most etraightforward_ concept of planning is that of using a ~;~Rlj.f.l~~ m~e1 of the p~@blem situationo Suppose that t ere is available$) f@re a given pre((J)blem 9 ~@m~ @ther problem ~f "essentially the sams chal3act®r'' but with less det~il and compl~xityo Then we c@uld pre@ce<ed firtst to solve the simpler problemo . Suppos<e 9 also 9 ·that this~ 1$ · done · using a mec@nd ~®t @f m~th@d1 9 imich a.ree also ( simple~~ but in -some·. corrl'espondence t~ith those\ of the original. The·- solution to the sim;eler 
- -- --------
: .·' ,_... . .. 
i •· .. ', 
'' ' 
. ' ' 
- --- --
" 
·,.,.-: ... - .... , ..... , 
. ,, ... 
-30- . :· .~~ --~' . ,, . ' I .'. .',t· 
'~. ' . 
. -.-. \ -,' . 
r·~ _,,: .- .· 
1·, 1 ' ,a I}-'" -
(\ . 
oro~leff\ can then 2.! used as ! ''plan"' f o[ the p~~~ll pn~e Perhaps· each step will have to be expanded in detailo But mul-
tiple set1rches iilill .~q;~,9 not -·multiply, in the total sea~ch timeo The situation would be ideal if the model were, mathem~tically, 
a ~~~~Qlt'~~is~ @f the @~iginale But even wit out such perfe~ti@n the model solutiOL 
should.,be a .valuable guide Lhis italicil. 
·-,. 
In making t·his summary review· of dif feren.t levels 
L 
- ·• •· .• J • .-•,• - •• ··• •· • -•~v~---· --•········• . ._ ____ ._ _____ ··---·-•-'-•••·• 
. ·-·-· ----·--·· .. ----·- .---··----- ----·-·- ---· ----···--·····-- ·--···--~--
- -- ---- -- - -
-
---·. - -~ - -- - . - - --
·-·-~~-----•~ _which heuristics may be applied, I am conscious of 
having glossed over many (mostly unsolved) problems which 
.. -.-,----, .•-, ..... '"--·-~-- ····- ,- .. ---· ··,····.,-o·~· -· 
-
. ~ 
' ' ·,. are notp forttinately, too closely related to my main topic~ 
Some of these problems are problems ef effort assignment, 
such as: How much of the total effort should be devoted 
---- -------------·--·····----------···-·····---·.--·-------··--·-- - - ... ····-· --··· ........ --···--····· ·-····. ---· ........... ' ... - . -
to exploring the problem tree? How much to discovering 
- - -·- - - -~-----~ - -
··new featur·es? How much to reviewing and comparing nodes? 
. How much to trying to discover goodr ·-models? And so en. 
... ·r: 
/ 
. ,, . 
· ....... , .. . 
. . ·-· -- . ' ..... . ··-~ •: 
The administrative problems appear formidable. lam con-
tent in having presented a loose framework and at least a 
.. 
partial justification fore the division of heur1.stics into _ ~-
the three types of the next three s~ctions. 
·- ··----· - --··--------·-·-----··-··--------------- . --
, ··~-, 
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Heuristics for Method Selection :' 
The examples given below are intended te be -repre-
' ,-ii 
. ·-, .. 
se-nt-a·t:-ive---.... ef-------.. -t.he-----d-i--f.f.e-r.e.n.t ......... t.ype.s ......... o.f ..... heur.is .. t.i.cs--.---fo.r .... metho.,..._ _ ___;..._~--,---~J 
·1~ 
sf 
~election found in heuristic programs. The papers referred ,. 
. 1 
--.. to- ,i:n this and the next· two sections ·are primarily Baylor· ----· --------i-t 
-,-.~---, -- . .-, - - .- -.·.----- \' 
:) 
and Simon, 1966;. Ernst, 1966; Evans, 1964; Gelernter, 1958, -~~ 
1959, 1960; I<uehn and.Hamburger, 1963; Karg and Thompson, 
1964; Newell tt !!, 1956, 1957, 1958a, 1959, -1960; Samuel, 
1959.; Slagle, 1961a, 1·96lb; Simon, 1963; Simon and Simon, 
·--·---------·---------·---· --·----···-····-··-···-····-···. ----....... . 
. .. ···- --·····-·-····· ···---.. -·· ··-----· .. ·-~-·-····-·--·-·-·- ... ·--·· .... -······-····- - .. - ---· ,. ..... . 
• .... ••••••••·••·•· - ••• •••••••···"-•••.,•·····•·•·--•••···• ,., ••••' ·-----, •·····•···-·"••••• • •·•··•··•· ""'···•··· •••··••· •·•-• .•. .,,. •·•···•·•·•·•-·••·••·····-··'"····•····•w•·••••n--"-----~•'"" .. 
·1962; and Tonge, 1960, 1961, 1963. In cases of choice it 
· has been convenient to give as examples the heuristics 
which have been more fully docume_nted in preference to 
other·s less fully de.scribed in the literature •. 
The Simi.larity Test !n 1!• The LT program_ ef Newell, 
Shaw, and Simon for proving theorems in logic is based 
en four methods. The first of these, substitution, tries 
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.. - . -; . ,. __ _ 
'.ax·toms, or in previously proved theorems. All the axioms 
and previous theorems are ecnsidered 9 but only those which 
' pass the similarity test tvill be submitted to: the full 
matching algorithm. The similarity test is a screen or· 
- .I , 
• • 
_filter which Pt:events LT from wasting time trying to apply 
methods which.are inapplicable. If substitution alone 
fails, LT generates subgoals by use of three other me·thods: 
.l 
. ,., 
. . ··;1. 
.. . 
• ., ... • . ·~ ~ , ·::~·~:·:: ' . : . .;\ - , ... ::. :: ~~-:--- :·.:'..·-~ 
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detachment, forward chaining, and backward chaining. In --
detachment, if Tis the theorem to· be proved, the similarity 
test, the substitution method, and the.matching algorithm 
are us·ed in order to find appropriate axioms or theorems 
which can be stated in the form "A implies T .,, If such an 
axiom or the,orem can be found, A is a new .subgoal. In 
·' 
... 
" __ .---~-·-·-·~.,...,_,,,...,.. ... 
L -·· ---·----· ··-·--··---- ---.·-·-···-~ ··-~-·--··--·•·--- ···-·· ...... _____ _ 
"'·"·"··-·~~-"--· .. --·~-;-·-· ,. • X • --=-=~~~'"''o·fo-rwa1:d · chaining, ... ·tf·· T ·ts ·cf the· form "A implies· ·--B" ·-anll .. -~~------··--------------· -
··--------·--·-··· --········-·---·--------·---·-------·--- --··-···-····-····-----··· ........ .. 
·-. - - . -
- ·-- -~--~-··"-- -- . -·-·- ·---·-- -· -.·· ..... --.-- .. 






rrA implies c,r can be found, then "C implies B" is a new 
subgoal. · In backward, chaining, if T i·s of the form "A 
. ' 
impli~s B" and. ''C implies B" can be found, th~n "A implies 
• l 
Ctt is a new subgoal. i 
wholes or to parts.,. Thus before trying detachment LT com--------
The similarity test can apply to· . 
pares the whole of the theorem, to be ptoved with the left 
hand part (antecedent) of the axiom or theorem to be used. 
'Before trying backward chaining it compares the right hand 
part (consequent) of the theorem to be proved with the right 
hand part of the axiom or theorem to be·used. 
Applying the similarity test depends on certain com-
puted descriptions (features) of logic expressions. The. 
a,;,;t-------,-----,-,----~------···-------·-.... -... ·------·---···--·-·"-.. -----.'-·----··- ·--·---.. ----·-··-- ...... - ....... __ .... · ... -.................. _ ......................................... ,_ ..................... _ .. _______ ,, ____ ............. · ................................................. __ ........ _______ ...................... __ , ___ ___,....,.,.. __ 
• .'• • ,.L: .,• • '"S - ''. • • • ~ 0 • • ':'" 
. ', ' ' ·;;;·, ~ ... - . . 
theorem"not-p ; .. , )11>· -~ (q or not-p)" may be written in tree 
ferm as 
, 
... :.;. .. ·-- ., - - ·- . -- ,_ 
-·- .... 
'•·- : - - ' .. •. 
----- _, .... ~ 
Figure 4. 
A logic expresaien, I, .. ) 
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·The computed description refers to (1) the maximum number 
of levels from the main connective to anyvariable; (2) the 
number of distinct variables; and (3) the number of variable 
places. ,: The left hand part ''not-p" has the description 







.. _ _ ... .. . (1, 1, 1), the right hand part "q or not .. p" has the des- ~-- . ..:..~-::- -. j 
-- --- --- - - -- - t 
cription (2, 2, 2), and the t~hole expression_ h!6\s the des- i 
... --·-·--· -· ··-····-···-·--- ·---···-- .... -. .. .. .. .. 
- -
. -- ---·- --- . --- -- ---- . ------· . -- -. -.. -- - ·1" 
·.. = =~···-==--==·0':'eff pt•f on·· ... ··c:3·,' :f/"jJ~" 0~Ariy·· .. ·Oi:t\eti~logtc..-E:,Xpf~S·S.{Qit···with·····thf!"~~:·,~····==·=~=:·==·1: 
-·- ·- - ·--- - ----- -- --· --
I 
r 
same descriptions is "similar" to this theorem. Since the 
axioms and theorems are rev~ewed again and again during 
problem-solving, LT computes all their de~criptions at the 
start. The number of ©andidates for matching rejected by 
'the similarity test runs between 75% and 95%. For example, 
:t out of 11,298 · candidates for the substitution method, only ~-?.':' 
!:(.'. . 
-1-::: j 993 passed the similarity test, and of these, only 37 
~·· i . matched (Newell tt !!, 1957). A more general notion which -
I, permits a somet11hat more flexible application of the similarity 1:, .. 
f< test is described by Newell' et !l (195~ ). f[,· 






:,Jt::~: .. ,_ 1 ~ (p or p) 
can be prev~d a1mply by substitution of p for q in the axiom 
____ ._ :. _··P::::. ·· _ ~ ·-·-~ (q or p). 
I . 
-Therefore thl;s -axiom is highly_ appropriate., but the two ___ .. _, ___ .. ---···- -- .,. . ·-·· -... ..----
~·-expressions are called dissimilar by the similarity test 
· - because the first contains only p ®" the right while the 
second contains p and q·. LT discovers a proof after chaining 
,. ... ~·-······ ... 
( 
. . . 
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f_erward, but at the cost of about five times •• much 




Redl!~ti~ 2f._, "2pi;fer.~r.nce£00 i~ QPS. The experience of 
Newell, Sh~w, and Simon with LT led them to create the more 
.;_~-------_-·-·_-_--=-----··-_--__ s~p~isfl::i~ated General Problem Solver. As its name implies, 
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~ ' 
_ o~~a~ll. p~o~l~m.-_so1ving heuristics independent. of the sub-
je~t·matter, that is, to use the same heuristics to deal 
with different subjects. At first,. problems of reptesen-
tation limited GPS to only a few tasks, but ultimately 
GPS's potential for handling a wide variety of tasks was 
- realized (Ernst, 1966), including problems in the first- ··· --- ----




GPS 's procedure fer selecting the next method to apply 
to a node is by obtaining a difference between the present 
node and the desired node. The authors of GPS ~easonp quite 
logically, that if the present node is not the desired one, 
·- ------·-·-----------·--------·--······----·--- ---
----·----·--·---··--·-······· - -
- . --- --· -~-- - - ---·-- --- -----·--- ----···----
------ -·----
- . ----=--·--· -------------~---
- -- -- ·- ---···---·---··--· -




a difference will be detectable between them. The difference 
is then made to help choose an appropriate method. In effect, 
the desired node is being used to genera·te., a fea.t:ure for 
I () 
·the present node. For different subject matters ·different 
.differences will be found, and different· methods will be 
------···---------
. appropriate to "reduce" these differences. 
.-- . \ 
To illustrate the use of differences, and~ cont-~aat . -- --·-
"··-·-··-···------.. ·--·------~ ... - ..... _____
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with the approach used by LT, an example from Newell et al 
... (1959) may be given, The probiem is to show that from 
r _ and (not ... p • ) q) 
. 'we. can .. de.duiie 
•• ''l • 
... 
(q1. or p) and r. 
~·~-:c-...... -...,--·--·-,-,--,--=--.,~-=_,,-=..,.--=-,.--,-,-------,--G_l'-S...,--.· --,-·--U-Ses----~a_- --matching_· _a.lgo.r.i.thm· __ t:o=.:=f:±nd=-=a- . .-d=tf-f~e-·---and.---sjlliljeeliLJ· •------:----
- ---
----···---.. ·------ ·-----··--·-··--· ----- - ------- -·· 
----·--·- ·········---------- - -·· ----------------- '__:::'::". -----. 
that -"r" occurs en clifferent sides of the main connective 
·:·, 
-'-'---------
- -- -- ------ - --- -- ----------~----- - - - --- -· -- -------···· - - ----------- ------------··-------·-·-----·---. -- ···--·-···-·········-- ··-···-- --··- ·--
·-- --··------------ .. - -----------· ·····-······- ·····--· ····---·---- - ----··-·- -----------------·-----
.. ---... ·- ... =-. ~-- ~--·------".and''•-' Therefore it looks · in its difference-me·tho-d ta1.~-~-~~ (-~~--~-----~-·--=-·-· ~-"""··-
Table of Connections) under "change position'' and finds that 
., 
- _ ... _., ....... , .. __ -~· --...... ·- -· ·- ,., . " . -
____ : ___ =..~_-- . the axiom "(A and B) is equivalent to (B .and----A--)~--isc .apprepriat--e.-
lt obtains 
(not~p · ) q) and r. 
GPS again asks what is the difference between this new node and 
the desired node. This time the dif.ference is on a lower level: 
;~ 
---·--- --- .... ·-------------- ------- t 0he connectives "or'' and ''implies" in the left subexpressions 
are different. Looking in the Table of Connectives, GPS finds 
·7 
"(not::A implies B) is equivalent to (A or B )''. , It obtains 
(p or q) and r. · 
Applying ·"(A and B) is equ.ivalent to (B and A)" ence aga,in, 
-------,---,--·_G_p_s_. _ f_inds _____ the ____ des.ir_ed ...... goal ... --'---------'----
( q er p) and r. 
As might be expected, the effectiveness of dif.ferences 
J 
4epends on how specific the Table of Connections can be made\.. 
·The connections for the Tower of Hanoi puzzle are ideal: GPS 
never maltefs a mistake. On the other hand, Ernst (1966, p. 210) . 
. ··. , ackno'\P1ledges that "For many. tasks--;a good set of dif fe~ences 
and a good DIFF--ORDERING are difficult to obtain.,••· 
').'- ·;' 
,. :, I ; • :, ' 
',,,··: .. 
·-·~ , . · .. 
;.... ·' 
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,, I -,11'., • 
GPS doea no.t give up easily in trying to, apply ita 
.. method·s. If a difference Xc11 is Qbtained for a node X 
. l ___ _ : · i
and a method Xm is indicated by the Table of Connections 
for 1rnreducing 9; Xd, but Xm is inapplicable because of ~he . 
·form of X, then GPS will set up a new goal Y to cast X 
-. T. 1' .c•· • ---·-- -·--·---·--------- ··-··· ••·,-
--,- ·---·--····· --- -- - - -- --·-·------·-- ··--·-···------
- - . . . ·-
. . .. ·-_ 
--- -- ---·---:-·-----~----------------~--------- .--- .-·--,-,-------,----• 
in a form acceptable to ~. Thus it obtains a new difference ______ _ I 
-----··-· - . -·-· --·-·-···--·--· -------··-- ---·-- ··- "". --···· -------- ... 
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- ·- ···-··« .... ---· -···------··---·- ----------- , . . ' t·1··1--
.. ~-- ____________ · __ =:- .. -~J?p1ied suce~~ssively to X to produce a new node. GPS is -. . . --------- --- - --
,. 
unusually pe~si.stant among mechanical problem-solvers. 
--~-.. -------- -
PlQ.µ~1~1£ }}io~~ g~;n~~-~Soe+~! !n Chess. The plausible move 
generators of Bernstein (1958) f@r reducing the nur!lber of 
--~--~~------moves corasidered in chess have already been mentioned in 
·- -- ·--------~----~-------------·-
--- -.- ·. -··---------1------------------ Section Vo. The same idea was implemented by Newell, Shaw,-
!. --
' w ..... ,. ·•-' 
and Simon in a more sophisticated manner using the list~ 
.. processing language IPL-IV. The s·election exercised by 
plausible move generators is a kind of elimination by si-
lence~ any meve not proposed by a generator is automati-
cally eliminated_ from consideration by ·the ma·in program. 
Each move generator corresponds to some goal in the che.ss 
. situation: King $afety, Material Balance, Center C~ntrol, 
Development, King-Side Attack, and &o"a1, and each one pro-
- · ·· - .-------------·- - poses moves to promote a different goal. . Thus only the ___ _ 
' - ,·' .. ,. 
' . ··), '' -- ··-- -....'.' ~ . 
'... . . .· 
~ 
Material Balance Generator will propose moving out of 
danger a piece under ·attack, and only the Center Control 
Genera.t@r t1ill propose P .. Q4 as a go0d move -in the op~ning. 
' " Each plausible move generator wortss. independently.and would 
', 
,· . 
, I . 
•'' ! ' '' 
:. ,,· . 
4--···· -' .·.-·--' -- -- . 
. ' 
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' .• ·1 ' ' 
' · fUftctlon just as well tf the others were net preaent. 
I ' ' 
_ The use of plausible move generators elimin~tes over 
three-quarters of the possible moves in typical chess posi~ 
··ttons. Bernstein's chess player, since it looks four steps 
,, 
( two moves) ahead, obtains a reduction of about 300 to 1 in--- ------,-----,----,=I 
the ~umb®~ ®f co~tinuations which it must consider. In 
,. 
·--·---- -----------------·---- -------- '--··-····· ------- ----- -
-- ..... 
·-·- --- .. -~-
-----.. ~-- ·--- - beginning of each move to select the goals (and generators) · 
which are appropriate to it. Then eac~ generator selects 
l 
' . 
' . . _, 
moves. An additional. feature in the NSS program is that the , 
- - - -,, ·---·-- - ---- -- - ---- ---
- - -·-- -- --- ------ -- - ·-- -· 
moves for the pE1cesen:t position are proposed by the main gener-----------·------··--------
,.. ··- ..• ------- ----- --------·------
/ 
-··-·-.-----~· ~.,------------- -- ators, but the c~ntinuations are analyzed with the help of 
a second set of generators calle.d the analysis generators. 
The continuations are analyzed until they are "dead" with 
1 . 
,, 
rea2e~~ ~~ the &Q~l~. of the ge~era~ort, for example, a posi-
~ . 
tion i·s vodead" with respect to Material Balance if n6 material 
is in danger of being won or lost next move. Subgoals can 
be set up with respe~t to each of the goals. If the chess 
, 
program cannot play P - K4 because it would lose the ex-
- . ' 
_) 
--------:---'---------.. -· -···--- ·------·· ·-···- . .-.--- -··-·-· ·- ... ·- --· -· ·- -- ---·- ---- -· --· - --·-· ---- - --
-
-------··-····-•"····-·-··--·· ---·· ···---- ·-·-. -- -- - ------- ·------,,.---· 
" ' 
i-' .. 
change on that square, it will set up the subgoal of fir~t 
bringing an©ther man to bear on its K4. 




It is interesting to note that the "heuristic trans-
formations'' ·of Slagle (1961b) have the character ·of ''pI;au~ 
aible move generators.'' The "heuristic tran~f©>remati©na•r 
for integration aree defined by exc.lusion. from the 0ilstandard 
. ~ 
forms" (transformations w~ich always work) and the "algorithm-
• 1.-. 
.· . .;, I ... 
• r· ' 
·, 
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- i .~- • 
. ·' . 
like transfermatlens" (which almost afwaYs work)-.· Slagle. 
say11 of them: 
A.trllnsformation of .a goal is called heu-\ 
ristic when, even thou~h it is applicable 
and plau1:Lble, there is a signi.ficaflt risk 
that i.t !SJ not the apprcop1'i·ate next ~tep 
• o o o The ten types of heuristic ~reans-
formation (Slagle~ 1961a) used by SAINT 
are ;esigned to ~uggeet plausribl§L_~a:nsfor--· · 
... ma~@n$ of the integlt'and, substttut:iOns, ... ___ ------- -----------. 
1-,.... ________ -_ -----and- attempts----u-s·in·g-·t·he---·met-'l1od of integrat.ion. ----- --------- ---------- ____ .. ____ _ 
=~--~~·----~ ------>~ _-: __ -:·~~----:~ --·-:~--~~-:~-~ --:-~=-~- ·- _- -·_ .. --- by parts • - - ... -· ----c- - - -- - · -~ --=- --~ -· ~=-~ ~-: _---~-- -
:. 





Thus_ out of the whole. set of possible transformations and 
substitutions, which would be very large, only a few plau-
sible ones are generated •. We may conclude that elimination 
by notcobeing-proposed is a very commQn hfl!uristic, though .. 
often not explicitly mentioned. 
Discussion. Each of the three types of heuristic 
described above· appears quite different from the others. 
LT screens potential methods (applications of particular 
axioms or theorems) by an abstract similarity test com-
• 
paring the ·present ~o~e with the axiom or theorem to be 
applied. The similarity test is a (perhaps more sophis~ . 
·-----------
~----------~tl-C&-te-a-)----e-xam·ple---·-·of-----~a.:1-:1----t:-h-e--··he1irI:·sti~c~s---~whtc·h--·e1-rmtn·ace··--- -------,,--~ --
r '' . 
I . 
--,---· . . - - -- -
.. , .. :, -~ "'·-
--~--------~ 
methods by a test based only on the present node ('Gelernter, 
1959; Amarel, 1962; Wos et il, 1964). GPS is unusual for. 
selecting methods on.the basis of two nodes, the pre~ent 
node and the desired nodeo But the Table of Connections 
may be regarded as a simplified form of the correlatinn of 
-- .. . . features and methods suggested in Sectinn V. . The goals 
· which motivate the .Plausible move generators in chess 
.. ~~· .... 
I''.' • 
' - t ~ 
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;;operate on· a higher· level than either of the two pre"ceding 
approaches. Goals (such as Center Control) may have no 
obvious connection with the· ultimate goal -- checkmating the· 
o~ponent's king,_} They embody features of the &811J!3 .. , rather 
·:: .· ' ----. -· ----··------ ---- --·-·--· 







than features of particula~ position.s, .and are basad on · 
-~-~---------····~the playing experienc~"of hQndreds of players. 
- -------····------·--------·-···------~------- - . ·····•·······-········- -, 
-----







~------------- . --------- ··-··· ---
-· In one sen·se the ·three examples -caiee similar because ___ . 
they all depend on features. In LT a feature of the pre-
sent node accepts or~ rejects candidates. In GPS a feature 
obtained from two nodes chooses likely candidates. In the 
·chess playing programs each move generator uses a feature 
to acc~pt or reject candidate moves. It will be noticed, 
however, that the three operate on successively higher 
levels of complexity. The similarity test in LT is the 
simplest. There is no obvious way for it to be improved , 
or for it to improve itself by le~~ning. Then there are 
the node=differeences i.n GPS, in which learning would be 
· an obvious and natural next step. Actually, GPS is able 
. - -- --- . -
--- - . ---···-·----··-. -·-- -- ··--····· .. 
;,, . 
'' 










and is therefore kin to other programs wmich use the past 
success of their methods a1 guides t0 future application. 
The most complex examples are~ the move generators in the 
-
·chess-playing programs. The tests which they apply.~to ·1 "' · 
' • 1\', ~ • 
.. t'' 
candidate moves do not depend direct-ly on the present or 
desired nodes but @n. abstract goals set up by the programmers. 
The~e. goa:ls really do have importance in chess (otherwise 
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·the machines and ·:humans using _them would play very badly 
. 
. 
indeed) and depend on pattern recognition as applied to 
.. 
whole gameso Using patter.en recognition to improve these 
. . ~ 
' ~ \- ' I ' 
- -:1. • ..... 
goals (or generate new ones) would clearly be a difficult . 
,I -
. . ·- ........ -· .. __ f _________ . . -······-··-···-·-···-..:.·.· 
..... -. ~--···---··- ---- --.-~ .. ' - . ' - ... - - ~-- . -task. FOR A MACHrN~. 
r , 
2.i. 




Gen~~~t ion of New Mgthods !?I. ANALOGY. It is important 
-·------------. .-----~------~ --· 
· for a pot1erful. heu~i-s-t-i@- -p~oblem~solv.e-1g----t-e----be---able----t-e---e-r-i~---. 
. ··- ---· - ... ------·--------.--------------.···---- --- . ···--------------·---~ 
ginate neti methods 9 just as it is important for it to be able 
to originate new features. In some areas, such as chess, 
the permissible moves· are fixed, and combining a sequence 
' 
of moves into a larger trans.formation (method) is difficult 
because of the continual hostile intervention of the eppo-
nento In other areas the discovery of methods which take 
larger steps or a·re mor·e desirable in some other . way are by 
no means impossible. The resolution principle of Robinson 
(1965), which is really a new rule of inference, is a parti-
cularly successful example of such a method. 




-· ··-· .. ·-· ... -··-····--·, - , -- --------------- -··- ···----- ------------- .---- --------
-- --~-- -- -- - --- - - . -
-taken by a heuristic problem-solver called ANALOGY (Evans, 
------·----------------------·------·---------,---:---'";---~ 
· 1964). ANALOGY t£i.'.es to choose the correct ·an.swel' to geo-
metric-analogy q~e~.tions of the sort used @n intelligence 
tests. The questions are of the form erJA i~ t(i) B as C is 
to. ?1-1 .. •'' In the e~ample _given on the following page (Figure 5) 
ANALOGY agrees with the reader in choosing answer 2. 
·'".-
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· -··-----· .. ·---------·~-~·:'·c-,·---,~----·-c,-:··- .. -:····---· ··· ANALOGY begins by recording a full description of · 
e.ach· of the ten small figures, including the spatial re-
lations of "dot," ''triangle,n "rectangle," and so on. Then 
-----;-;:------- ~- - it is not too difficult to discover a transformation which 
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· This· transformation A~B is made as complete and spbcific as 
possible. Since the questions are of the form 11'A i9 to B 
-· as C is to ? , n ANALOGY wants to find a new transformation 
which willcno~ only carry A into B but also C into one of 
. the answer figures. The original trans£ ormation A-B is 
much too specific to do this, For example,· it wi·11 make 
specific mention of nrectangles," and therefore cannot choose 
one of the answer fig\lre@)'because neither figure C nor any. 
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- ·of· the answer figures contains a rectangle. Transformation 
i . A-B must be generalized by replacing the descripti~n for 
By several 
· . generalizations of this kind it is possible to gene·rate a 
number of new transformations which~ carry figure A into l 1 
·· · · · ······ · . f ig~~;-13,;;d f 1g\1re C into __ (each one of the answer -
- ·~ --.:· . • ·-------- .. ,. ·._ -- .• -. ·-·----,,,- ., 't--S"·"T"""-:- ·,~·,---.-- . .,..., ..... -· 
....• - ' .. . .. 
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· ---------------------------·-----·-····· figur·es)·~·· ··These new transformations preserve:-· 1:nfornrat·ton ····· ··--·-·····-········--··----------·-· · 
















~ - -~- . . . . ..- .·. ' .. 
of differing amounts and kinds f~om the original transforma-
tion. Which one should be selected? The answer of ANALOG~ 
is to choose as "best" or "strQ~gE!_~t"_ the o~e that s~ys tlte __ 
most or is the least alteration in the transformation A-B 
and that still maps C onto precisely one answer figure. 
(If there is a tie, ANALOGY goes on to try a different pre-
cedure.) 
·-·· ........ _. - •••• - --••y• -.. • ··---· ,-· ····,--·-·,--- ....... . ••.• - • .. , .•. -<o a • • . -- -~ .- .• ,. . -·- ··;·•· ~-- -- ··-'-·- - .. . 
·---··-···"-····.....-··----.---~ .. ·. -~.~. ... .. ' 
l 
The importance of this program is that it suggests new 
methods (transformations·) which are not too different from 
old ones and which are. known to be successfulo The methods 
generated in this way are "generalizedw and lacking in 
. ~ 
· · detail, but details can· be fi-lled in depending on the spe- · · -
~t..' •. 
. 
' ... ~, ... ' - ~ . -- . -· .-- ...... ··- - . 
..... ': 
cific problem at hand. (When we set out to apply a method, 
we rarely know exaptlv how it will be applied.) ~ Most 
"suggested'' methods will be useless, and will be discarded, 
but a few may be found useful • 
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·Heuristics· for Node ·Selec-tion ... 
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In the earlier~parts of this paper the ordering of 
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points. SpeciA_~ .. ally, .two examples of f i.1-ted orcdeieings . --.-----· ___ -- .... 
• 1ir1 • '" ~ 
- -- - - - -- ·-·- -· -·-· --- ---- - --~-·- -- -·-----(depth= fire st and breadth first_)._ tfere illustrated in Section 
V. Gelernter 's use of closest-to-premises and easiest-
goals-f irs t· criteria were mentioned in connection with the 
G_eometry Mach.ine, as well as Slag-le' s application of "depth'' 
as a feature for deciding which ~odes should be attacked 
next by SAINT. Section V also discusses some of the prob-
lems which can arise in node selection in complex problems. l - -------- - -----
_) 
Further examples of different types of node selection ·- . . ·-· 
. - ' 
,_ ----
. . ' ...... ,........ 
- -----· .. ---- --- .,.-· - -... · .. ·--·· --.--·-·· . ...., - . -~-·• -· . - ... .... - --. 
may be given here relatively briefly. 
Termination 2t S~a.rch !! "Dead" Positions. The -checker-· 
-. ---~----------------·player of Samuel (1959) looks ahead either· a certain arbi-
trary number of moves or until it reaches a relatively stable 
-~----- -· ----------~·-- -
J. 
.,, 
··· ' 'dead" position. · The idea of a, "dead." position derives from 
Turing (Bowden, 1953)p who argued that it made no sense to 
. 
count material on the board until all the exchanges which 
were occuring had been carried \out. Increasing the look-
ahead distance for continuations which are "live" with ex- -
changes has the additional advantage of,better surveillance 
of those·paths which have better opportunities for losing 
or galning an advantage. If there are no special board 
... _. ... ). - . .. . ... '--· ... . . .. . 
.... ---
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C0'1ditlons, the checker-player looks ahead three steps. 
". At step three the program will continue to look ahead if i' 
(1) the next step is a jump~ ,or. if (2) an exchange offer 
is possible 9 or if (3) the last S>tep tvas a jumpo At step 
(1) or (2). At steps_ five through ten the program will 
. ' 
The·look-
ahead will terminate at step eleven if one side is ahead 
by two kings and at step twenty regardless of all condi-
tions. Looking ahead so many steps is only possible, of 
course, because in checkers branching is highly restricted 
. during exchanges. Here a node's being "dead"' or "live" 
· determines imether any further branches will be generated 
f·rom that node. 
Rejecting Harder Subnodes in GPS. GPS has a special 
·criterion for rejecting nodes which derives plausibly from 
its use of differences to select methods_. Underlying the 
computation of a difference between the present node X and 
desired node. Xd is the idea that the differences between 
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,·. 
1·:---- -·---------·--·~------·.vanish. Thus· GPS is given (or may learn for itself) a 
. ' 
,. -
ranking in order of difficulty of the various difference~~- . ___ ---------.. 
- - ~ ---~------ --- . - --------
.... 
In logic, for example, a difference of connective is more 
difficult than a difference of position., Now if it happensr. 
that the differenc.e between Xd and a subnode of X is more 
· ·.difficult than a difference between Xd and X, it is ,plausible 
• , 
•. I. ' I 
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to suppose that the bianch taken by the subnode is moving 
I 
away from the desired node Xd rather than totfar-d it. If 
this happen~, GPS will reject the subnode • 
. ' 
a §.~cial Heuristic. There are many special heuris-
tics which are applicable.only in very particular situations • 
•• -=.. 
.,. 
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An example is the number-of-branches feature used by the 
MATER program of Baylor and Simon (1966) for administering 
- checkmate in chess. In exploring the poss ibi.lities in a 
mating paablem, MATER gives highest priority to positions · 
which leave the opponent with the fewest replies. Positions 
in which the opponent 0 s King is in check but can be defended 
by more than four different moves are discarded entirely. 
The rationale behind this ~pproach is that positions which 




-Another Special Heuristic. A special he.uristic use~---- _ 
by the geometricsianalogy machine of Evans (1964) is the 
rejection of answer figures for which there is an in~orrect 
number of parts added, removed, and matched. In the pcablem 
. . 
illustrated in Figure 5, for example, the original transfor-
mation A-B requires that one subf igure ( '9 dot") be removed. 
- As a result answer 1 with three subf igures and answer 5 
with one subfigure are rejected. (The situation is more 
c·emplicated if figure C has a different number of sub-
figures from A, or 1f--·'lt contains no corresponding "d~t".) 
iL 
The heuristic which rejects ans~r 1 and answer· 5 is based · 
.( 
·-··.- .... --.. ·r-.· -.. ··· 
. ' ., . ,, 
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. on the . plausible assumption that only a Vft,ry "generalized". 
transformation could yield answer 1 or an~wer 5. It some-
. . • 1 
times·happens that·a.11 the nodes are rejected by this 
m heuristic. Then ANALOGY starts over again with a different 
. ~approach. 
' . 
';(,, .. ·.:· . 
, . ': . 
.. 
D.iscussion of Node Selection.· Node selection as applied · 
- ,, to particular nodes ~1ithout comparison with otner nodes is 
• • • ----• 0 .>A"_., -·• -·----·-•-- -·•·• 
-
- ' -
·~ - ~. --------· ------- ---- ------------- ·--- - ... - -
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-~-~~what more straight£ ox:ward than method select ion. Method 
selection depends on features and node selection does also, 
but in the case of nodes the ordering or elimination which 
r~sults· applies. directly to ·the node itself, not to an array 
of methods. The heuristics which have been mentioned for 
node selection appear to be mainly kinds of (1) diff icu.lty 
estimate or (2) utility estimate. I tentatively divide them 
as follows. Ordering of· goals by "depth" in SAINT, rej~cting 
harder subnodes in GPS, trying simplest nodes first in LT, 
are kinds of difficulty estimates. On ,the other hand, 
trying closest 0 toa:ipremises nodes first in the Geometry 
' 
_._ .. __________ . 
--
Machine, terminating search at "dead" positions, rejecting 
- nodes with too many branches, and rejecting figures with 
·, ,,, an incorrect number of parts in ANALOGY, are ·kinds of 
utility estimates. 
- , ... 
"-·-,····· ··--- ·---·----··-·---------------- ------ --
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The Qse 2' Mpdels · ·-- " . . . 
'' , .. 
,, '· .... 
At. the end of Section V two types_ of model.I.I, semantic 
_,._. 
________ -;·,~-------~~odels and analogot1s (or simplified) models, were mentionea-.- ------ ------ --·-
1 
-· ____ c____;::__c--•_:···--- -- ; -.. C.C:'--..- .•••••.. '.-,-'.. : 
. . . 
,.,, 
-_ -·-- ·---------~-._:.· -
1 The fact that the Geometry Machine would not h~ve been able· 
-.. 




to prove even the simplest· theorems without the_ help ~f 
_ 
_ _____  
• ' .: ,, •.. ._,.-· __ ....,....,..,L,,~------,:._,~' --=·,. 
---- - - . ----·- -- ------~-----·-·--·.' -
. ·---·. --a.----
.. __ the diagram remi-nd--~ us of ,the power of· the first type.···----------~-:------·-------------------·--
.. 
,The vaiue of the second type may be seen by considering 
" 




Since the amount of exploration required to solve a problem 
generally increases exponentially ·~ith the length of the 
solution, replacement of a single large problem by several 
smaller problems, the length of whose solutions adds up to 
the same length as that ef the original problem, may drama-
.· tically reduce the problem difficulty. To quote again4from 
Minsky (1961a): 
In a graph_wi~h 10 branches descending from . each node, a 20-step search might involve 1020 trials, which is out of the questi@,n~ whi·le 
- - ---- -·---~- -- -- - -· -- .:._ _. __ :_·_ 
the insertion @f just foure l~~m~st or .~~srt~~~tial --su~g~a.lJt might Ieeduce the 8earcch to @nly 5 o 104 trials~ which is within reason fo~ machine ex-plorationo Thus it will be wo~th a ~elatively .•. 
.. , 
' 
. 1 ·; 
',,,,. ___ -·-· ·-······'"·''- ---·--,---"''-.' [. .......... ·.{.·<;, 
·enorcmou~ effoR:t t@ find such vvielands 01) in the solution ~f complex probl~mgo Note that even if one encountered 9 say, 10 failures ·of such· procedu~es before 1ucces~~ @n~ would still have gained a factor of ;perhaps 1010 ln @verall trial 
reducti®lno 1.lJ\µf_ Rra~tiq~l.U ,.!11\X. -~_bil#it;y_ !t !ll 
.£2 '8J2lai1l,g G\t .Rlr. lfttan~lJ!.Z.S.,9°' ~ .P}#P.lll!ur! J1~_ll ~ ,2ro-f it~pl!,$ if the problem is difficulto 
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· simplified model as the source of a plan is found in GPS 
(·Newell tt !19 1959 ). The plan is generated by omitting 
details of the t,~or.iginal problem ancl' by solving this sim-
plified problem by simplified methods. The,~·$implification 





-·----~-- -' --::-. -=-==~:-::::--==--~. -
-tives and (2) the order of t··he symbols0 The problem,. 
"From (r ~ notap) and (not~r = ~ q) deduce not-(not-q 
... -----------·· ~-·-----· ···--·····----·· - ·-•--- - --
- . -· - ··--
---·. - .:.... - .... 
~=~=~~-=-=-=--~~--- and p),ff becomes nFro.m (pr) (qr) deduce (pq)." 'late sim-
plified methods solve the simplified problem quite easily, 









___ proJilems ar_e discarded and only th~ .. ~e_9=u~nce f?£ methods_ -------·:. 
from the simplif.ied solutions are kept as candidat_~ ·"plans" 
I 
for the solution of the original problem. 
,,. . 
· In attempting to apply the pl~ns GPS finds that some 
of them will not work. One plan which does work, however, 
·ts the sequence of methods 
1. (A and B) implies A 
2 •. (A ~d B) implies B . 3. (A implies BJ and (B implies 
) 
C) (A 




' ·, ,:,~ .. 
~. "not-r ........ ~ q." When GPS tries to apply Method 3 it finds 
that the second of the two expressions ts of the wrong form. 
Undismayed, GPS sets up a new goal of putting the two ex-
pressions in the form required by Method 3. It computes a 
. 
. difference, selects a new method,· and successfully produces 
"not-q ........ ) r." At this point GPS goes off on an (unsuccess-
ful) tangent trying to dedu~not-(not-q and p)" from "not-q ~ .r." 
' . . 
.-.-· .. ,-;..... .... , .. ..1:: .. , ..• ,.,., ··----. 
-' ., , ----,. ··- - . ---- •..; ,,;,.,.·--------·-~---- - • -- ' ~ ' ....... .,,,.._, _____ ,.,...-"'"-~---~ ___,. ·-·. ,._.,p··~.c,. _,.,_ , .......... -!';<" ___ , .. ,..,1 ...... ,... - - .,. • 
..... 
,, ' 
. ~ .. ~ 
.• 
-49- . . .. , ....... 
............ ~· . 
But f inaily it appl1es Method 3 to ''not-q · ~ r'' and 
••r · · ~ · note1p" obtaining ''not=q- 4 The desired 
· answer "notc:,(notC3q -arid p) 0v is easily obtainedo 
An irrt;;~.resting chaxeacteristic of the trnplans'' in this 
example · is·; ~hat they are extremely non-specific. WJ:ta~ they 
require is on.ly that the form of · the inputs for each spe~ 
cified transformation be correct, so that the. transformation 
~:==~~:.. . . -·=-·----~---:'-··· .. . _· ·_· 
can ·1:,e ~p,pliedo Another point of interest is that e p~an 




-- - --· - -- + 
-- . - - ,. -- --- --- --- - ------ - ---···-
' - ........ 
-.~---------:---. -,----... ·----------o-u-t-.----- ·--·--I£----- we -- ·gen er-ate · ·a·----lar·ge .... num be·r -----of--·· p·l· ans-,-· -- must ·we --·-try----·-------'- -~-------·--,.-. -· ·-·--·· 
eut e·ach one totest its validity? And what if using the 
wrong plan, even once, will be very costly? Clearly there 
--------- -- ·--·-- - - -- - -- - -·----- --- - -- - -- - - ---
· must be some way to test plans withou~- having to try them 
eut. rto·p1a.ns'' on one level may "nodes''. to a problem-solver 
ope_rating on a higher level. 
: , 
't .'·.' ' 





Approaches different from that af GPS may be found in 
Tonge (1961a), who reduces assembiy line balancing problems 
bit·by bit by successive groupings.,and in Karg and thompso~ 
/(1964), whose program_ for ·solving travelling salesman prob-
. 
. 
···'-~--.---··. ___ : ___ ·!ems first produces a number of sub-optimal solutions and· · 
·then, _having identified easy subdivisions and hard subdivi~ 
. .. ---··---~---- ·• - --·---
a ions by means of.the previous solutions, sets to work on 
the hard ones by themselves. 
\ 
It may be observed that many of the a·ids given to 
heuristic problem=·solvers _ embody models or parts of models 
" 
used by humans. The Geometry Machine accepts the~diagram 
•: 
' ' . , . 
- ··----··' .--- .. -~ ~--- . 
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...,, .. "--· -
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- y - ------ --- . __ _,_ 
I 
. ·J 
.;so- . ',,. ,, ' 'i ,. 
,)' ' 
,., .. , 
l. ,, 
I•~. •1 
. ......: ' ,• 
'I. 
- 1 • 
,, 
•, .· .... _ ...... 
·~--=.:~ . \,.1 - • 
without having. any··part in ·ch.angi11g it or improving it. In· 





_Samuel's checker-player the term~ (features) by which it 
evaluates positions are given to it. f-t is true that the 
checker-player adjusts the weights of the-terms itself, 
-_but the term') themselves are the product of· human m<fdels --_ 
and human ideas of what- checkers is about. This is perhaps · 
seen even more clearly in the chess-playing programs where __ . __ ~-:__: ________ _ 
• • :L',_•, :":-'~''". , .. ::-.•. :. ••-•" .____:. --• • • goals such as Center Control are what humans think is impor-
tant while playing the gameo 
-- --- -- - -
--·-·------------·--------- -
- -------
- - 4 --·~~ ·.------ •• - •• .__ •• ~~---.--·-·-
_.,.. 
:::: -------·--··-----~----· ~-~---~~-------------------------=--·In-~~~$ection -IV" three····pote·nttat ·--funcci·o-n·s--···of--p·at-te·m _,.re·.:.. ;. £.: ·-




.,, ..... - ..... -----
.. 
cognition were suggested;briefly, (1) discovering new features; 
(2) discovering patterns in problem search procedures; and 
(3) discovering patterns which turn out to be useful models 
or r~presentations. Unfortunately, as remarked in Section V, '-
no heuristic problem solver to date has made use of pattern 
recognition techniques to construct new models. It may be 
that pattern recognition· is no more than learning on several 
levels simultaneously (compare Selfridge and Neisser, 196_0). 
In any case the ability to make effective use of. pattern 
recognition, particularly for the· creation of new models, 
would widen the horizons of problem-solving machines tre-
mendo~sly. 
,\ ·. 
. ' . 
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'V·' 
·summarx 
I Heuristic ver,sus Algorithmic Programs. Heuri_stic 
aDd algorithmic progrc;1ms are working towards a common end, 
namely, the development of better problem-solving machines. 
The two approaches may be regarded as complementary. On 
the one hand, knowledge of heuristics derived from heuris-
tic programs can provide algorithmic theorem~provers with 
-
--------·--------~-c~-~--·,:···---·--·--·-·---bet_t,er··ways·- -of ··eliminat·ing- -the- ·irr·elevant- from ·t·heir proofs-; 




. -, - .. ~ ~-· t .~ .. 
; ' 
,_ . ·-- · •. ~ ... -•-··- .. •· ·.: .. -·-c·-'··'·•·•-•--·- ··•·· . 
On the other hand, the experience with algorithmic programs 
can ··result in simpler reformulations of problems which can 
also be used by heuristic programs. 
II Definitions of "Heuristic.'' Heuristics seek to use 
partial or uncertain information during problem-solving. A 
heuristic is "a method of selection," or more explicitly, 
"a method which helps in discovering a problem's solution 
by making a plausible but fallible selection of those alter-
natives which seem m~st promising." Heuristic selection is 
J kind· of guessing. There are methods other than heuristic 
methods which may help in discovering a ~roblem's solution; 
\ 
-~ therefore we insist on an element of guess~ng or fallibility 
as part of our definition. 
.. ........ ,'.t 
III An Example of a Heuristic Program. The major 
heuristic in the Geometry Mach,ine of Gelernter is a (st.mu-
' lated) diagram, which,gives exactly the same information to 
~ ' ' 
I• 
. -- ... -·-' ---···--------J---· ·---·---- ·--- .·· ··----~------------------~- -- ---· --- :... 
. - .... ···-···-~·--·---·-·· ............. ,. -.\..___, 
I • 
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. ! 
, . I 
' -·~. 
.~ -------·------
< ,11,'.:.·'.: . ·~ . . 50~2 
. . . 
• i· . .,,\ .... • ,', 
. 
. \ . . J ' '' ! . ' ' 
' ·. . 
/ r' : . . 
. ,,', . ;' ',, ·, :·~~, .. 
. ... 
, ·the Geometry Machine .as .. a pi~ctorial dia
1
gram would give to 
' ' .. 
. \. 
a human. The diagram is an interpretation of plane geo~ 
· metry, hence~a sema_r.Atic ~oc1~.l.. of the problem situation. 
The highly -branched problem 0 solving tree is sharply reduced ... 
····--·-···-~~ .. ::... __ ·-. ···--~ ... : ··:- - ..... ·· ·.· .... · ... : ...• ::.: ... : ........... ; .. : ........ ·. .. . ... ·. . ............ _· ' : - .. - .. ·:· ... '''\ '' .. . .. ··-· -----·. 
. ; .::::.: .· ... ..::..... ______________ : __ _ 
·· ~-----~-----------oy elimination of all branches not verified in the diagram. 
--·--- - ~--·-----
. __ ..... _______ W_ithout_ the .u$e-:--of .... ehe-d-i-a .. gr-am ... a.s a- heuristic the Geometry ' -- - . · .. , - - ------·-··- - - . ... ... 
Machine would be unable to prove even the simples·t theorems 
. ---· -----·· --- .... ----- ··--· ~-- - -·--· ··-- - ~ .. 
in geometry. The Geometry Machine also uses several minor 
heuristics. It illustrates several basic characteristics of 
.-------------···-·---~----·-------·--------heuristic programs·, including: (1) 'division 'of prob1e.rns into . -
---~~-----------......:.-~----===~lJubproblems; (2) use of heuristics; (3) recursiveness; and 
(4) fallibility. 
IV Comments on mnduction, Learning, and Pattern 
Recognition. In general, heuristtcs have an inductive 
-- character because they are based on the assumption that 
certain alternatives may be selected as promising, and others 
rejected as unpromising, b~ generalizing. on their similarity 
. ' . -- -··· •·---··-- ·-... . .. .. - ......... -.. ---·. -----. ·- ... ··-······· .. , ........ --- -· -· •·. ··--· ····--··-----,.·- -. ···-·· ...... --· ... -----·--- --··---· ..... ---·· ···-·· ..... . 
to other alternatives, in the 0 past, which were promising or 
unpromising. Generalizing of this kind is also involved in 
...... _ .. ____ --~--,.--~ 
· l~arning and pattern recognltiono Three uses of pattern 
-~----·· --
recognition- which would be of great potential value in 
problemc:2solving mach~nes are: ( 1) originating new, useful 
. . 
features for characterizing problems; (2) discovering patterns 
.... ....... ---.. --.. ----~----.. - -
' 
\ in the proof-search procedur·e and .. u~ ing them to guide future 
-- --·------... -------~----·-- .. 
search; and (3) discovering patterns which turn out to be 
.. 
goo·d models or rperesentations. ,-
' . ' 
. ' ~. 
.. ····~··-- ·. '-·--·-·-·-·-··-~--·--· -·-----· . ----·- ' ':-. . . ." . ' . ~~· --- . _..,...a..,.--·' . . ·- ---..;=i..!.-------;-,-" -~----·-·-"'-.. ·~···-"ii,..,.."·-·--····--- -·-
I ' ,, • 
' L' 
' " ...,, ,, i···· 
. t··'·· . 



















V ·Tree Representations and ·Levels of Selectiveness. 
~lmost any _well-defined problem can be converted into a .. 
j. ~' :, ' . . 
' ' problem of f inditig ·· a sequence of transformations leading 
from a given situation to a desired situation. · A conven-
/'lJ,- 1.,; 
solving tree (Figure 2, page 21). In checkers, for example;--
the original node.represents the standard begi1111in,g checker 
position. Each node which can be reached in o·ne step from 





~-----·----~--~--- ________ in_· one __ le_g_al .... move.--fr-om---the origina·l posit ion.··· Nodes ·which ____ _ ·----- ----· .~--~ 
----.1--
., 
__ c_an: ... be----re-aehed in two steps· represent positions which can 
be reached in two legal moves, and so on. Legal moves o-r 
transformations are callid methods and positions or situa-
tions which are obtained by application of the methods are 
called nodes. At any given time the growth reaihed by the 
problem-solving tree is a complete representation of the 
"' . 
_\ --~-- res.u_lt __ s ___ r.eac.hed so far in the problem-solving process. 
• I 
..- ' 
' · .. 
- L ,-•• •-,-,•- • 
- -- -.--~-·-- - -·- - -- -
j ,·· 
Because of the .immense size of such trees for interesting 
problems, trying to find a solution by exhaustive explora-
tion is out of the question. Some selectiveness must be 
exercised in order to explore only 'frhose parts of the tree·. 
which appear promisingo Three levels of selectiveness, £~om 
most specific to most general, may be distinguished. 
(1) Selection of which methods to apply- to a node already 
•• 
"-',t '. 
- --------·- I_· ---chos,en. _ This may require learning, since the machine may 
,.,,,-·-1,, 
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, , r~· 
previous nodes ·which were similar. (2) Selection· cf wh·i·ch 
nodes to work on out of all the nodes generated so fare The 
I r~ason that selection of nodes raises_ serious difficulties 
is that reviewing the: entire problem-solving tree is required 
in order to make the selection. Since the number of new 
' 
.• '1' • : .. ..,, 
. 
----~-~-···-·····- ---- --- --- ----




reviewing the tree may quickly become a lengthy and imprac-
. - - - -~ -~- --- -·--·- ---·- --- .. -
-~ 
. 
------'·-------------~-t--,-_. ___ , _______ :ff.cal job. An additional complication in complex problems is 
- that the solution of an important subproblem produces a par- -- ---
·-
- -- --
- ---~-------- _ ~J.al_ly modifie.d state of affairs requiring a whole--new eva1.;.· -
uation. (3) Construction of plans or models of the problem 
situation. Models permit heuristic selection on an even ( 
. 
-higher level. Two kinds of model are the semantic model 
. (such as the diagram in the Geometry Machine) and the analo-
goys (or simplified) model. For a given problem, a second 








as a s impl if ied model of the original probtem; · arid the solu-
tion of the simpler problem can be made to serve as a guide 
to the solution of the harder one. 
I -
VI Heuristics for Method Selection. Several examples ~·· 
. 
. 




Newell~~ uses a similaritx test as a heuristic to select 
which methods (axioms or theorems) have the greatest chance 
, of being applicable. The acceptance or rejection of candi-
.... _________ .'...--.-
0
----. ----- -date methods to be appl~ed to a node -i.s based only on that~-
one node. (2) The (;°PS program, whic~ grew o~t of LT,· selects 
'. ,.. ___ _. ... --~: ..... ':··' ~~ - _:. . .. 
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. 11;, -·. · .methods by computing a difference between ·two nodes: the· 
- • ·1 \" .. present node and the desired node. (If there is no dt·f~f erence, 
the probelm is· solved.) Cert~in methods ·are appropriate for 
reducing certain differences, a~d it is 1. logical· develoPlllent · 
f·or GPS to learn _for itself which methods are appropriate. 
··----·-········ -·····"'·' ·----·.::::::;; -------~----·---
.. --· 
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, A similar effect has been achieved in chess-playing programs 
...,. 
-~·------------~---------- -----··-·- -,· -·-· 
---------- --
.... . -- -• - .. 
,· 
I . 
..: : __ ' . ··- --- ---·-· -- ···---
,?· 
- by1.,using '1plausible move generators'' ·which propose for consi-
·-deration ·of the main program only those moves tvhich promote 
some particu,lar goal. Elimination-by-not-being-proposed is 
a heuristlc principle used in varlobs heuri~tic programs~ In 
each of the cases discussed, the selection depends on the 
features of the node or of several nodes. As an interesting 
addition to the discuss-ion of method selection, the geometric-
analogy machine of Evans shows how new methods may be obtained 
... ----~, "generalizing1rt e.n old methods •. 
VII Heuristics for Node Selection. Several examplmof 
node· selection may be given. (1) Samuel's checker~player 
uses Turing's notion of a "dead'~ posit ion to help determin~ 
which nodes will. be explored. A· "dead" position is one in 
~ which the game is relatively stable. Positions (nodes) 
· which are not "dead'' require further exploration. (2) GPS -. 
requires that the difference between a newly produced sub-
......... - .. -.-. --
·:--- node and the desired 11.ode be less· than the difference between 
the parent node of the subnode and the .des ired -node. If the 
~ 
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·difference is larger, then GPS rejects the subnode. The 
rationale is that if a subnode is more difficult than·its 
parent node i.t t1ill not be of much helrp in problem-solving. 
~! t ..-, ' . 
.. 'j ' 
(3) The MATER program of Baylor and Simon for finding mating 
I · combin~tions in chess rej·ects positions (nodes) which increase j I 
. - -· l··. -~--~Tthe, .. ,o~oppe·nent:··1'"S''"'~mob"·i·l·'i'tY''"'"'-''j''"'.~:(4")"''>''•'··,·Th·eu·1~·e·ome't·r·t·e~·an:a'logy·~:··ma'cfi"ine'''"'··s,rn,.r<~=~~~~=a«· I! .,s ... ~,::"'.'""".'""'"""''~~"'"""""-----------
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! of Evans re·jects figures which on preliminary inspection re-
""' .. ··---··· .. -- ·"·---···· ···-----·· . -~-----~ ···- ··--·-··-~·~-- --·- -·--·. 
~ \,, 




. - ----- -·· { ·--------~---
Heuristics for node selection appear to be mainly kinds of 
(1) difficulty estimate or (2) utility estimateo Like method 
selection, node selection depends on finding good features. 
VIII The Use of.Mddels. The Geometry Machine gave an 
example of a semantic model. The use of a simplified ana-
logous model is illustrated through the solution of a problem 
in logic by GPS. Working on a simplified version of the prob-
lem may produce a number of plans
0 
for the solution of the 
'\ 
harder problem • Some of the.plans may prove illusory but 
one of them_ may work -- with great _savings in time and effort 
as a result.· If a large number of slightly different: plans 
are generated, a heuristic problem~solver working on an even 
higher level may treat plans· as nodes, and heuristic selec-
. tion may be needed to choose .among different plans. Two 
additional approaches to planning are. the assembly line 
- ~alancing progra~ of Tonge and the program for solving 
.··.,_, .1 
~-- " ......... , ____ .~-~ 
traveling salesman problems of Karg and Thompsono One 
···------
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µsef.yl in problem-solving programs iS that their essential I 
r ingredients were furnished by the human programme~s rather 
~~F by the machine.· It is s~gg'ested r·that ,.greater ability 
in
1
)attern r~cognition would greatly increase the power of 
problem~solving machinesi especially with respect to creating 
~ 
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We can confidently expect that as long· a·s we s~ek to 
I 
.f 
' · selve complex problems by machine that there will be con-
j 
. , I 
''. ~ _{.:' ......... ~_. 
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Heuristic~~e at the heart of some of the problems which 
' face us on the road to building more powerful problem-
' solvers. Two of·: the problem areas .. in which improvement a 
are much needed are: 
1. Implementation of pattern recognition techniques in problem-solvers 
2. Better program organization eliminating, the many rigidities of present programs · 
Heuristics a.re intimately conriected with both of -these:··-- --
In regard to problem area 1, pattern recognition and learning 
are intimately linked with heuristicsp as argued in Secti~n 
l:k:----------=---_--:-:-____ --= __ V---"-_·. _.__ ____ A ____ aele:ction made. partly on the basts·· of pat-t-ern -recog-
nition techniques will usually be a falli.ble, plausible, i' 
I 
·. ' 
· heuristic selection. Moreover the origination of heuristics 
depends on learning and pattern recognitiono In regard to 
\,. 
-problem area 2, an increase in program flexibility will ,. 
generally allow more choices and more opportunity for 
heuristic ~election. Some of th~ peo.blems of heuristic 
selection which aris·e-·as a result of al.lowing· the ·problem-. 
-
' 
·-~-----······ .. --.. ·---··- _ .. -~---solvergrceater freedom are sugge.sted in Section V, under 
''Node Selection". A general conclusion is that heuristics 
I 
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.. · ate likely to be used more rathe~A~an 1ese as our problem-
/ 
solvers become more sophis~icated. \ 
.... j 
No one has yet:- developed a theory of heuristic. (At,, 
~-
least, I have looked hard and have not found any.) Perhaps 
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... ·· 
'-- this is only natural in view of i~a:; c::J4:>.~E.!. connection..w.ith_-:-·--------------·--··--·-·--·-.. ·--
··· .... ---~---·'-··s;····;;.y····dt.ff-t~~i~-~~~i.ins,•----~uch····as. ;;illdUCt:t;;~~;-~Pia~tlbiiit;,;==~---~-
I/ 
and "pattern recognition." These ideas are particularly 
'resistant to formalization, and we can expect "heuristic" to 
be resistant also. N~rtheless in the ,J>6urse of this pa~~ 
. I tried to attack the notion from various angles, seeking to 
come to grips with it. Although I cannot claim to have been 
completely successful in this effort, my hope is that these 
pages give a clearer idea of what "heuristic" means in the 
context of problem-solving. 
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After graduation he spent one year in Indi~ on a Fulbright 
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